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Summary 

This report is a compilation of the geological, stream sediment sampling and geophysical 
work that was camed out on the Val, Vera, KLq Rusty and Nad, Craig Claims during 
the summer of 1998. The project also included the Clark Claims which are covered in a 
separate report because they were not the focus of the 1998 program and are located 70 
kilometres to the west. 

The main objective.of the work outlined below was to examine the many Ag-Pb-Zn 
showings and deposits which occur on the properties and if possible fit them into a 
geological model to explain their presence. 

The project consisted of the following work: 

Work covering all claims: 

1 Obtaining Landsat data for the area covering NTS Sheets 106 C and 106 D. 
2 Obtaining digital files of the topographic maps. 
3 Setting out targets and flying a colour air photo mission. 
4 Collecting 501 Stream Sediment Samples. 
5 Visiting showings in the area of interest as found in the Yukon Minfile. 

Claim group specific work: 

Locating, in the field, deposits and showings found during the period 1977-1985 
by previous companies. 
Re-establishing the Vera Grid. 
Mapping the Vera Grid at 1500 scale. 
Confirming Diamond Drill Hole Locations on the Vera Grid. 
Cursory examination of drill core stored on property. 
Putting in a chain and compass grid on the Val Claims. 
Mapping the Val Grid at a 1:2,000 scale. 
Detail mapping of Val Grid showing and sampling. 
G.P.S. locations for key showings and points. 
Mapping of the Nad Claims at a 1:20,000 scale 
Detail mapping of the Craig Deposit. 
Real Section Induced Polarization test surveys were done on the Vera Deposit, 
Big Red Zone and Craig Deposit. 



Section 1.0 

1.1 Introduction 

This report is a compilation of the work carried out on the Val, Vera, KLA, Rusty, Nad 
and Craig Claims during the time from June 15, 1998 to September 15, 1998. The target 
of exploration is Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization in a sequence of carbonate, sedimentary, 
volcanic and intrusive rocks of Proterozoic (Hadrynian) to Mesozoic age. 
Previous explo;ation outlined two mineral resources. The Vera Deposit which totals 
935,770 tons grading 8.96 ounces per ton silver, 1.81% lead and 1.89% zinc and the 
Craig deposit reported to have a mineral resource of 964,SOO tomes with an average 
grade of 112 g/t silver, 13.5% zinc and 8.5% lead. The Vera Deposit is held by Prism 
Resources Inc. and Manson Creek Resources has an option to earn 50% by the year 2001. 
The Craig Deposit is held by Falconbridge Limited and Manson Creek has an option to 
earn 60% by 2000 with an option to increase to IOO?? by 2002. Manson Creek owns 
100% of 330 claims surrounding both the Vera and Craig Deposits. 
Manson Creek Resources Ltd. spent the winter of 1997-1998 compiling company data 
and government data in preparation for the 1998 field season. 

1.2 Claim Access  and Location 

The Val, Vera, KLA and Rusty claims are one contiguous block which are centred on 
Rusty Mountain in the Wernecke Mountain area of the Yukon Territory. The NadjCraig 
claim block is situated between the east Rackla River and the Nadaleen River in the 
Nadaleen Mountain Range. The 1998 Rackla City Camp is situated at latitude 64 13' 1 8  
N and 133 13' 02" W just on the south bank of the east Rackla River. There is a 3500 
foot airstrip at the camp. Groceries, personnel and camp supplies were expedited out of 
Whitehorse using Speedy Expediting and Summit Air. Trans North Helicopter Company 
supplied a helicopter out of their Whitehorse base. The helicopter was on site and was 
used to access the claims from camp. The closest town with an airbase and nursing 
station is Mayo, 130 km to the southwest. The office of the Nacho Nyak Dun (NND) 
and the Mining Recorder's office are located in Mayo. 
See "Silver-Lead-Zinc Properties" Location Map at 1:500,000 scale. 

1.3 Claim Sta tus  a n d  Ownership 

~here'are a total of 505 claims covered in this report. The 'Applications for a Certificate 
of Work' and the 'Detailed Statement of Expenditures' for the claims were submitted in 
October 1998 and January 1999 along with fees to the Mining Recorder in Mayo. A 
separate report covering the 36 Clark claims brings the total land holding of Manson 
Creek Resources to 541 claims for the period ending September 15, 1998. Each claim is 
1500 feet square or approximately 457 metres square. Renewal fees are $5.00 per claim 
per year and work assessment due is $100.00 per claim per year. The Tables of Claim 
Name, Grant Number and Anniversary dates are found in Appendix I. See "Vera, Val, 
Rusty and KLA Claims Location Map" at 1:50,000 scale and 'Wad and Craig Claims 
Location Map" at 1 :50,000 scale. 
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1.4 Exploration History 

Prism Resources Ltd. started a program of silver-lead-zinc exploration in the Rusty 
Mountain-Nadaleen River area in 1977 after the discovery of the spectacular 
mineralization McIntyre mines had found on the Nadaleen Range in 1976, now the Craig 
Deposit. The Vera silver-lead-zinc deposit was found in 1977. The Prism Joint Venture 
(1977) was formed and originally comprised of Prism Resources Ltd., Asamera Oil Corp. 
Canex Placer Limited, and Siebens Oil and Gas Ltd. Exploration by the Prism Joint 
Venture continued every year until 1982. Canex Placer was replaced by EBrB 
Explorations Ltd. in 1978, and Dome Petroleum replaced Siebens Oil and gas in 1979. 
Prism was the operator of the Joint Venture. Exploration was also carried out in 1984, 
1985 and 1988. By 1979 work was concentrated on the BLUE LITE, DEE, VAL, VERA 
and ZAP claims. Work consisted of regional and detailed mapping, prospecting, soil and 
stream sediment geochemical surveys, geophysical surveys, trenching, underground 
exploration drilling and metallurgical testing. Expenditures totalled approximately $6.5 
million. 
Zones of mineralization discovered during 1979 on the Val Claims included the South 
Hill Zone and the Big Red Zone. In 1980 the Silstone zone was discovered in clastic 
rocks previously thought to be barren. A total of 550 rn of drilling had been done on the 
Vera Main zone and the South Hill by 1980. Drill indicated reserves were estimated at 
935,000 tons grading 8.93 odton Ag, 1.8% Pb, and 1.9% Zn. 
In 1981 a major underground exploration programme was conducted on the Vera Main 
Zone. A total of 582 m of drifting and crosscutting were completed, along with 1152 m of 
surface drilling in ten holes, and 545.34 m of underground drilling. The underground 
program was planned and supervised by E and B personnel, the camp and surface 
program were run by Prism employees. 
By 1982 the price of silver was dropping rapidly and the only work done in June of 1982 
was the mapping, soil sampling and trenching of the South Rusty Mountain showing. At 
the end of June 1982 the camp was closed and winterized and the exploration staff laid 
off. 
In 1984 the South Rusty Mountain Zone was drilled and the Vera main zone was tested 
down to the 150 m level. 
The 1985 program consisted of prospecting, sampling, geochemical investigation and 
trenching of several showings including the Camp View, Creek Grid, Siltstone and G.D. 
showings. Sixteen holes were drilled on the Val-Big Red showing totalling 1,113 m. 
No exploration work was carried out in 1986-87. 
In 1988 a drill program consisting of 12 holes for 1,479 m of drilling and 2,324 cubic 
meters of bulldozer trenching were completed. Three holes were completed on the South 
Rusty Mountain Showing, four on the Camp View Zone, three immediately east of the 
Little Red Zone, and two on the PIKA showing (Waugh, 1989). All twelve holes were 
poorly mineralized. Extensive trenching was conducted on the Camp View Grid and Val 
West Ridge showing. No significant results were reported from trench work. 
On the current Nad and Craig claims McIntyre Mines Ltd. and Canadian Superior formed 
a joint venture and subsequently discovered the Craig Deposit, formerly called the West 
Zone which is now held by Falconbridge. The Discovery Zone, Nadaleen Zone and the 
Trent Zone were also discovered and are now on claims which are 100% Manson Creek 
owned. The Craig Deposit has had 21 holes drilled on it for a total of 3,732 metres. 



1.5 Regional Geology 

The two government mapsheets which cover the claim group are: 

1 Nadaleen River Sheet 106 C G.S.C. OF 205, June 1974 by S. Blusson at 
1 :250,000 scale. 

2 Nash Creek Sheet 106 D Map 12824 Published in 1972. Mapped in 1961 by 
L.H. Green and J.A. Roddick also at 1 :250,000 scale. 

These two mapsheets do not match up well as there is a discrepancy in rock types and 
ages as mapped by the two geologists. The 1:250,0&ale geological map contained in 
Volume 3 of this report is derived from OF G.S.C. OF 2175 and must be a compilation of 
the maps mentioned above. 
There has been no recent mapping done by the G.S.C. or the Yukon Government since. 

The Kathleen Lakes-Rackla River area is underlain by generally northwest-trending 
carbonate and clastic sedimentary rocks of Proterozoic to Triassic age. Thin units of 
conformable intermediate volcanic rocks also occur within the sequence. Geology in the 
area is highly complicated and poorly understood. Outcrop exposure along the river 
valleys is poor and in the Rusty Mountain area the outcrop exposure is fair to good. The 
Nadaleen Range offers good outcrop exposure with abundant talus slopes. 
The Hadrynian and Helikian aged rocks are dominantly dolomite, silstone, slate , 
conglomerate and limestone. These rocks host the Val, Vera and Craig deposits. The 
southern half of the area is underlain by Paleozoic clastic rocks. A number of bodies of 
greenstone (mostly diorite and gabbro) occur within Helikian and Hadrynian rocks along 
a belt from Rusty Mountain to west of Braine Pass. These are considered to be intrusions 
of Cretaceous age by some workers (Green, 1972) but may also be ext~sive/synvolcanic 
flow and feeder coniplexes of much greater age. The Paleozoic clastics in the south half 
of the area are separated ffom the precambrian rocks to the north by zone of south 
dipping thrust faults collectively termed the Dawson Thrust zone. Along this fault zone, 
a package of rocks comprising slate, quartzite, conglomerate, iron-rich carbonate, 
serpentine and minor volcanics, informally known as the "Grit Unit" is thrust northwards 
over Ordivician-Devonian carbonates and black clastics. To the north of the thrust zone, 
the Ordovician-Devonian rocks overlie Hadrynian rocks. The the south of the thrust, the 
"Grit Unit" is unconformably overlain by a very thick sequence of Paleozoic shale, chert, 
siltstone, and conglomerate. 

The area has been primarily explored for Ag-Pb-Zn in the dolomite and limestones but 
Ag-Pb-Zn has also been discovered in the clastics as at the Siltstone Zone on the Val 
Claims. Occurrences of tungsten, copper, and gold are known to occur in clastics and 
carbonates along the Dawson Thrust zone, and copper-silver mineralization has been 
found in association with greenstone bodies and in Helikian-age clastics north of the area. 



Section 2.0 

2.1 Landsat Survey Coverage 

RGI of Vancouver provided Landsat images of the area 6om 485 000 East to 642 500 
East and 7 100 000 North to 7 182 500 North which cover NTS sheets 106 D 6om the 
McQueston Lakes east to the east boundary of 106 C. The images cover two thirds of the 
NTS sheets from the south to north. The image is comprised of two sheets, east and west, 
at a scale of 1 : 100,000. There are three sets of data: 

1 Landsat TM-Bands 7,3,2 
2 Hydroxyl Alteration Zones over First Principal Component of Landsat TM Bands 

4,s and 7. 
3 Iron Oxide Alteration Zones over First Principal Component of Landsat TM 

Bands 4,5 and 7. 

For reference UTM co-ordinates of a few key zones as measured on a hand held GPS 
unit are as follows: 

1 Rusty Mountain 587 000 E 7 122 800 N 
2 Big Red Zone 563 329 E 7 126 635 N 
3 North Kill Zone 562 582 E 7 127 872 N 
4 Siltstone Zone 561 931 E 7 127 868 N 
4 Vera Deposit 560 500 E 7 132 800 N 
5 Craig Deposit 578 600 7 115 300N 

The Vera Deposit is represented by a cluster of blue dots on the Iron Oxide Alteration 
Image indicating it is a possible iron oxide site. The Big Red, Little Red and South Hill 
Zones are similarly indicated. The Craig Deposit is represented by a stronger, red, iron 
oxide signature indicating a Probable Iron Oxide Site. In contrast the Wernecke 
Mountain range to the north is stands out as a strong iron oxide target. 

The Landsat data filled in a data gap in the current database but appears to be of limited 
exploration use in an area where most sites are helicopter accessible and can be checked 
out on the ground. Streams which appeared very gossanous from the helicopter and were 
samples do not show up on the Landsat images. Landsat would be more useful for a 
projeit where ground access is limited by altitude and or logistics and stream 
geochemical methods do not work. 

The CD ROM enclosed in Appendix II at the back of report contains the images in .TIFF 
files. 
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2.2 Air Photo Coverage and Control 

In order to obtain viable base map control for mapping the claim groups a number of 
things were done. Firstly, a series of 1.20 000 base map originals were obtained from 
McHellany of Vancouver as they had been used by the Prism Resources in the 1980's to 
map the VAL, Vera, KLA and Rusty Claims. These maps were not in digital form so 
were scanned onto disk by West Canadian Graphics and then "re-worked" in house to 
produce a digital version of the map covering the Val, Vera, KLA and Rusty Claims. 
Western Scanning Ltd. was hired to produce digital files for the NadICraig Claims and 
the Clark Claims. 
During the field season 17 L-shaped targets were placed on the ground at strategic points 
along the property boundaries. An airborne photo mission was then flown in August 
1998 by Western Scanning that picked up all the targets. Coloured air photos of the 
claims blocks were then produced at scales of 1:20,000 and 1:40,000. The summer of 
1998 was unusually hot and dry resulting in many forest fires in the Mayo to Rackla 
Camp area. This limited the days that the air photo mission could be flown. 
The next step in this process is to accurately survey the L-shaped targets and produce 

maps ftom the photos. This should be done in 1999. 

Section 3.0 

3.1 Stream Sediment Survey 

The G.S.C. Open file 2175 that contains the stream sediment data covering 106 C and D 
was obtained in digital form by Manson Creek Resources in the spring of 1998 and 
various plots of the data were produced in house. These plots included sample location 
data with one element posted, symbol plots to represent ranges of values and percentile 
plots. Contour plots were tried but were not useful due to the distribution of the data. 

A geochemical consultant, Dr. Stephen Amor, was hired to evaluate the data and set-up a 
stream sediment sampling program to be carried out in the summer of 1998. The Report 
"Guidelines for a Reconnaissance Geochemical Promam Nadaleen River R e ~ i o n  Yukon 
Territory" for Manson Creek Resources Ltd., September 11, 1998 was written based on 
the data in Open file 172 by S. Amor. This report goes beyond the scope of the claims 
covered in this assessment report so "Section 4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1998 
FIELD PROGRAM" has been extracted From S.Amorls report as it describes the method 
used in the 1998 program. See Appendix III. 

The map "1998 Stream Sediment Sample Locations" at a scale of 1 :50,000 shows all the 
sample sites for samples taken by the Manson Creek crew in 1998. The claim boundaries 
are also on this map to make sample distribution per claim easier to see. It may be noted 
that these sample locations have been digitized from the original 1:50,000 field maps into 
an AutoCad file. Therefore the UTM Co-ords as taken by the handheld GPS unit by the 
sampler at the site will be different than if you were to measure the sample site UTM co- 
ordinates off this map. A Table of Sample Number, Easting Northing Ag, Pb and Zn 



Data derived from G.S.C. Open File 2175 

Silver in Stream Sediment 

Lead in Stream Sediment 

Zinc in Stream Sediment 
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valuesa*?included in Appendix IV. The UTM coardinates recorded in this table were 
taken by the sampler using the GPS unit. 
The entire 32 element ICP results for the samples collected from streams on the claims or 
streams which drain from or into the claims are on the Chemex Lab Certificates in 
Appendix V. Results for the samples not applied to this assessment year and taken 
outside the boundaries of the current claim boundary are not included. The data collected 
in 1998 represents work in progress and has not yet undergone any gemtatistical 
analyses. The following discussion of results compares the stream sediment data 
collected in 1998 to the raw unadjusted values of the G.S.C. Open File 2172, in the form 
of percentiles of the entire data set. See page 9 for the range of percentile values. A total 
of 2036 samples were collected by the G.S.C. As suggested by S. Amor in his 
"Guidelines for a Recce.. . Nadaleen Range" Report "any samples whose percentiles 
exceed 97.5 can be regarded, initially at least, as being "anomalous". Further analyses of 
the data collected in 1998 could include subdividing the data according to major 
lithology, and examining the percentiles within each lithological type. 

3.2 Discussion of Results 

VERA 

The samples 021 1-0214 collected along the stream draining down from the north 
side of Rusty Mountain were all highly anomalous in Ag, Pb and Zn. Three of the four 
Ag values fall within the 98-100 percentile range of the G.S.C. data from 0.7-7.4 ppm Ag 
and one sample ran 0.2 ppm Ag. The Pb values for these four samples all fall within the 
95-100 percentile range on the G.S.C. data. That is the Pb values are all greater than 90 
ppm The Zn values are all between 438-1 195 ppm which is in the 90-100 percentile 
range. This is to be expected as the stream passes over the east end of the Vera vein and 
down past the old Vera Camp. Contamination from old drill hole sites and piping in the 
lower section of this stream may be a factor to consider when further analysing this data. 
Sample 0215 which was taken downslope of the VERA deposit in a westerly draining 
stream ran 1.4 ppm Ag, 146 ppm Pb and 682 ppm Zn. 
The three samples 0273-0275 collected in the Stromatolite zone area exhibit one value of 
2.6 ppm Ag which in the 98-100 percentile range. 
The stream sediment samples collected on streams within the Vera claims are all 
explained by known showings. This data will be further analysed and used as comparison 
data when looking at anomalous stream data that has yet to be explained geologically. 

VAL 

Seven stream sediment samples were collected on the VAL Claims, PLS 2105- 
PLS 21 1 1 ,  all along the same drainage. PLS2111 occurred at the bottom of this SW 
draining stream. It has a Ag value of 0.8 ppm putting it in the 98* percentile range. This 
anomaly occurs at the confluence of a stream draining south from the "A-Zone". This 
area has been briefly prospected but deserves further attention. 
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RUSTY 

Samples 0217-0220 are at the western end of the stream draining below the 
VERA deposit to the Rackla River. The samples are all in the 94-100 percentile for Ag, 
90-95 percentile for Pb and Zn. These are most likely explained by the VERA deposit. 

Samples 0221-0224 are discussed in the North Grid Soil section. Sample 0224 
has the highest ICP Ag value by about 10 of any sample collected in 1998 or during the 
G.S.C. survey. 

Samples 0'255-023 1 were taken along a stream draining off the west side of Rusty 
Mountain. Again these samples are highly anomalous in Ag, Pb and Zn. This stream 
originates near the Marco showing which was discovered in 1998. 

Samples 0234-0239 were collected on a north flowing stream off the north side of 
Rusty Mountain. This stream passes the NE Ridge showing and exhibits Ag values in the 
94-98 percentile. 

Samples 0239 and 0243 are the next two highest Ag values to 24.6 ppm at 4.6 and 
4.2 ppm respectively. The Pb and Zn values are also highly anomalous. This anomaly 
requires follow-up. It may correspond with the South Rusty Mountain showing but this 
is not clear. Samples 0248 and 0249 are also highly anomalous in Ag and Zn. 

The stream sampled on the southern Rusty Claims is also anomalous in Ag, Pb 
and Zn (0264-0267) and requires follow-up. 

Of the eleven samples (0250-0261) taken in a drainage on the south east side of 
Rusty Mountain (appears to be the 0248 and 0249 stream) only two are anomalous in Ag 
at 0.6 ppm and this may be the South Rusty Mountain showing influence. The Zn values 
range from 238-490 ppm placing them in the 90-95& percentile. Additional claims have 
been staked by Manson Creek Resources Ltd. in this area. The Rusty Claims have been 
prospected by the crew of 1998 as they were locating claim posts however they did not 
have the results of the stream sediment data at the time. These results will be used to 
focus in on the mapping and prospecting in 1999. 

Section 4.0 

4.1 North Creek Soil Grid 

The North Creek Grid soil sampling was done to follow-up on mineralized float 
fragments collected by G. Sivertz in 1998. (see section 4.2 p. 6) The grid originates at 
Vera Claims 77-80. A stream sediment value of 24.6 ppm Ag was also collected f?om a 
stream draining from the centre of claims Vera 77-80 which is a tributary of the Rackla 
River. A total of 4 stream sediment samples were collected, ABS 0221 to ABS 0224. 
The North Creek Soil Grid was set up with a North-South running baseline with 10,000E 
and 10,000 N at UTM co-ordinates 561660 E and 7136179 N. The baseline was run 
south of this point to 8600 N. A total of 169 soil samples were collected. The grid 
extends to the south to cover what are now the Rusty Claims 173,175 and 177. The soil 
sample grid was sampled on September 8,9 and lo* and the Rusty Claims 173, 175 and 
177 were located August 29, 1998 and recorded September 16, 1998. The soil sample 
grid is being applied for assessment against the Vera 77-80 claims. 
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The following are the ICP results for the stream sediment samples taken. 

The Chemex certificate of ICP results for the soil sampling grid are found in Appendix 
VIII. The following four maps show the silver,lead, zinc and copper results for the grid. 

The sample taken at the baseline and 9050 N ran the highest silver value at 3.6 ppm. The 
lead, zinc, copper, barium and arsenic values are also anomalous at this sample site. A 50 
gram gold assay was done on each soil sample with all results 10 ppb or less with the 
exception of one sample. This sample was taken at 9600 Nand 9650 E and assayed 40 
ppb Au. 
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4.2 Geological Notes and Sample Results KLA, Rusty, VAL and 
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VERA Cmd (VERA Main and Scam Veins) 

A) Introduction 

Work in 1998 included: 

1) Rechaining and repicketing of the 1984 drill grid (25m centers); 
2) Relocation and marking of 1979- 1985 DDH collars; 
3) 4.2 km of linecutting; 
4) 4.0 Ian of giadient array IP-Resisitivity surveys; 
5) Geological mapping at 1 :500 scale; 
6 )  Limited sampling of vein outcrops. 

B) General Observations 

The drill grid, access roads, trenches, and drill pads in the Main and Scarp vein 
areas are generally well preserved. Some drill pads are partially covered with debris 
derived from slope hash and solifluction, so the hole collars are buried. Most of the 
bulldozer trenches are intact, with only minor slumping f?om the walls. Parts of the road 
system leading east and upslope 6om the adit portal are washed out, but the erosion has 
exposed previously buried mineralized outcrops. The road from the trailer camp to the 
portal is in good shape, with only minor washouts and bank slumps. 

The timbering at the portal of the adit has collapsed. There is loose rock overhead 
at the portal and upslope, as well as on the back of the adit for several meters %om the 
portal. Eventually the adit will cave in the portal area unless the timbering is replaced. 

Conditions in the main section of the drift (5235E-5695E) are unknown 

With few exceptions, surface exposures of the Main and Scarp veins consist only 
of weathered rubble or large subcropping boulders, making precise mapping of contacts 
and accurate sampling virtually impossible. 

C) Geolow and Mineralization 

Description of the mineralogy and textures of the main VERA ("Gunsight") vein 
are recorded in various earlier reports. A mineralogical study by Diane Howe (1980), 
part of a BSc Honours thesis, provides some polished section data. 

1) Scarp Vein 

The Scarp vein is exposed in a longitudinal bulldozer trench lying between lines 
5 175E and 5225E 6om 5 100-5 165N, 135-200m south of the surface trace of the Main 
vein. The vein has a narrow (10-30 cm) core of massive foliated galena within a quartz- 
siderite zone containing disseminated crystals and aggregates, veinlets, and fracture 
coatings of galena and zinc carbonate. Tetrabedrite occurs with galena in the massive 



core zone and in trace to minor amounts in the quartz-siderite zone. The vein can be 
traced for 78m in the bulldozer trench; it strikes 018-020' near its south end and curves 
gradually north to 005-010" near the northernmost exposure. It terminates abruptly at its 
south end; this may be due to a fault striking 125" with a steep northeasterly dip which 
cuts the vein's east wall. At the north end, the bulldozer trench turns to the east of the 
vein trace. Float to ihe north of the point where the vein subcrop disappears under the 
trench windrow indicates that the vein subcrops for a least 35-11 north of the last trench 
exposure. 

Surface samples of the scarp vein, taken by D. Penner (Prism) in 1979 returned 
9.58 odt  to 34.8 odt  (328 gh to 1193 g/t) silver with 0.98% to 34.8% lead across 4.0m 
widths (3 samples). A high grade grab sample representing the galena-tetrahedrite core, 
taken in 1998, assayed 127.46 odt  (4370 g/t) silver with 85.94% lead. Additional chip 
samples were taken in August 1998; these assayed between 7.18 ou't and 110.98 odt 
silver (246 gh to 3805 glt) over widths of 0.3 to 2.5m (samples 386868-71). 

Drilling of the Scarp vein was conducted in 1979. The five holes, W79-01/02 
and W79-18, 19, and 20, were drilled along a 55m section near the south end of the vein 
trace. None of the holes intersected the massive galena-tetrahedrite "core" vein exposed 
on surface. DDH -79-1 intersected 2.75111 of heavily oxidized, manganese oxide 
stained siderite-quartz-dolomite breccia and vein stockwork with minor galena and 
locally abundant smithsonite. Assays through this zone averaged 0.19% Pb, 3.86% Zn, 
and 0.33 odt (1 1.5 glt) Ag. A steeper hole, VE79-2, drilled on the same azimuth (0903 
from the same setuD cut a weaklv mineralized ( 4 %  Pb and Zn) breccia over a core 
length of 1.68171. T'he two holesLere logged b; different geo~dgists and the descriptions 
of the two zones vary, but it appears that the two zones differ somewhat in their 
mineralogy and texture. Ifthd zones intersected in the two holes are from the same 
structure, the indicated dip is only 45"-50°to the west, much more shallow than the 
attitudes measured at surface (65" to 82" westerly). 

The three holes drilled south of VE79-01/02, VE79-18, 19 and 20, did not 
intersect the Scarp vein or any brecciated or fractured structure of significance. 

The Scarp vein has a strongly defined surface expression with an apparent strike 
length of 100-1 10m; 70m of this has been proven by bulldozer trenching and a northern 
3040m is indicated by float or subcrop. The talus slope below the vein outcrop is 
littered with thousacds of tomes of mineralized float including manganese oxide coated 
siderite-quartz boulders, leached zinc rich quartz-carbonate "clinker", and massive 
galena-tetrahedrite cobbles. This debris extends northerly beyond the point where the 
vein is exposed by trenching but in progressively lesser amounts as the trace of the main 
Vera vein is approached. The projected intersection point of the Scarp vein trace with the 
main Vera vein lies between 5225E and 5240E at 5300N; a trench at this point contains 
abundant Mn02 coated siderite containing sparse galena and tetrahedrite. A large zone of 
similar material derived fiom the outcrop/subcrop of the West Shoot of the main vein lies 
a few tens of meters upslope to the east centered at 530N-5300E. This material has 
undoubtedly been spread downslope and masks the Scarp-Main vein intersection area, 



leaving some doubt as to the source of the mineralized debris in the projected Scarp-Main 
vein intersection area. Clearly recognised are the following facts: 

a) The Scarp Zone vein has been exposed by bulldozer trenching over a length of 
78m. Apparent widths of siderite-quartz-galena-tetrahedrite-smithsonite 
mineralization range from 1.5m to 4.0m. The vein contains a narrow core of 
massive foliated coarse crystalline galena with 1-3% tetrahedrite. 

b) A large tonnage lies downslope from the vein trace, indicating long-term erosion 
of the vein. 

c) Five drill ho!es drilled from the west (downslope) side of the vein tested a 55m 
strike length. Of these, one was drilled south of the southern end of the vein trace 
and intersected no mineralization. The other four (VE79-01,02, 18, and 19) were 
drilled farther north. DDH VE79-19 may have passed through the footwall side 
of a northeast dipping fault cutting off the vein at the south end. Of the remaining 
three, only the shallowest northernmost hole intersected a mineralized zone which 
could be interpreted to be the downdip extension of the Scarp vein, although 
contemporary workers thought not (Penner, 1979). 

Two explanations for the results to date can be offered: 

a) The Scarp vein is a lens-shaped pod or "gash" vein with maximum strike length 
of 110-120111, limited vertical dimensions (say 50-60m, of which 10-20m remain 
in place), and horizontal geometry. It has mainly been eroded away. 

b) The Scarp vein is a mineralized joint (or possibly a fault) which intersects the 
Main vein joint system (or fault system) at an angle of 60-70" and was 
mineralizedat the same time and by the same processes as the Main vein. The 
higher grade sections of the Scarp vein may be restricted to distinct "shoots" as in 
the Main vein and the VAL South Hill Zone vein. The strongly mineralized 
shoots may rake at any angle in the plane of the vein (as in the South Hill Zone). 
In the case of the Scarp vein, the best mineralization may rake northerly towards 
the Main vein at a moderate angle. 

A program of trenching between the presently exposed north limit of the Scarp 
vein, at 5 l65N-52lSE and it projected intersection with the Main vein at 5300N-5230E 
should establish the surface trace of the vein. This area, particularly north of 52OOE, has 
a relatively thick layer of mixed talus and alluvium deposited as a fan in an old stream 
channel. Hand trenching would be impractical; a tracked excavator would be of 
tremendous value here and elsewhere on the claims. Depending on the trenching results 
(or in any event, if trenching cannot be conducted) three drill holes, collared at 5160- 
5 175N/5 185E, 5200-5210N/5 195E, and 5250N/5200E and drilled 090-1 00' at -45 to -60' 
would effectively test the suspected northern segment of the vein. 



2) Main Vein 

The main vein is poorly exposed on surface west of the adit (5200E) and east of 
line 5700E, where ii appears to split into two or more separate veins. Trenching at 25m 
intervals along section lines, preferably using a large tracked excavator, would be useful 
in guiding fbther drilling in these areas. Lithological evidence suggests that the 
prospects for following the surface trace of the vein system along strike are better to the 
west than to the east, since the relatively competent dolomite unit appears to continue 
westwards but "shales out" on sub to the east. Examination of the alluvium in "Camp 
Creek", which drains northerly down the north slope of Rusty Mountain to the VERA 
camp, yields only minor amounts of altered rock. This suggests that if the eastward trace 
of the Main vein crosses the stream course, it is only weakly developed near surface. 
Drill information %om the Main vein indicates that: 

a) Strongly mineralized sections (i.e. >200 g/t Ag over >3.0m widths) form sharply 
bounded "shoots". 

b) The vein sy&m can be traced west as far as 4950E. To the west of 495OE only 
weakly oxidized fracture zones were intersected in holes 84-16, and 85-3, 4 5, 
and 6. It appears likely that the vein system extends beyond 4950E, but has been 
displaced to the north or south. 

c) East of 57OOE, the drill holes defining the eastern limits of the vein, notably VE 
80-26 and 80-33, intersected "vein material" consisting of quartz-donate- 
siderite breccia and rubble with chalcopyrite stringers and blebs. No assay 
samples were taken from these holes, so they are noted on cross and longitudinal 
sections as "0/0"(0 grade, 0 width). A series of holes drilled in 1981 between 
5700E and 5800E (581-2 to 581 -9) intersected weakly mineralized vein material 
between the Om and +75m levels. The 1981 drilling failed to corroborate the 
strong intersection of hole 80-24. There is a possibility that the vein system has a 
strongly mineralized footwall splay east of section 5700E, and the 1980 and 1981 
holes in this area were not drilled far enough south to intersect it. 

d) The vein system is poorly explored below the -50m level, and drill information 
below the om level is scanty east of section 5600E. The intersections of holes 79- 
21, 80-30, 80-39, 80-40, 80-42, and 84-6 suggest the possibility of mineralization 
between sections 5350E and 5550E from the -50m level to a point below the - 
150m level. Similarly the possibility of an easterly rake to mineralization below 
the -50m level east of section 5600E has not been tested. 



A) Introduction 

Several new and previously known showings and mineralized areas were 
prospected and sampled in 1998. From north to south, these are: 

NW Ridge (samples 3 86862-386867) 

North Creek (samples 386840, 386848-51) 

Camp View Vein (west) (samples 386873-386878) 

Camp View Vein (east) (samples 386831, 386836-386838, 386841-386847, 
386859-386861,386882) 

NE Ridge (samples 386879-386880) 

GD Showing (samples 386833-386834) 

Main Vein Area (samples 386801, 386886-386889) 

Rusty Mountain Peak (samples 386824-386830) 

' M a '  Showing (samples 386812,813 and 819) 

South Rusty Mountain Showing (samples 38681 1,386852,386853, Ann 03) 

Stromatolite Showing (sample 386890, Ann04, Ann05) 

The names of most of these are informal and were coined to serve the immediate 
purpose. Brief updated descriptions and sample results are given in the following 
sections. 



B) Mineralized Zones 

1) NW Ridge 

This is the steep-sided, north-south trending ridge centered 2.5 km NNW of the 
VERA adit. The central and NW sections of the ridge are formed of hornblende-biotite 
diorite. The contacts between the diorite body and the limestone-limy siltstone host rocks 
are conformable on the south and southwest sections of the ridge and may also be so on 
the north side. Contact effects in the limy rocks are restricted to weak silicification for a 
few meters away. Fractures within diorite, particularly along the contact on the north 
side of the ridge, contain quartz veins and grey to white limestone lenses. These contain 
disseminated to locally semi-massive pyrite, galena, sphalerite, and chalcopyrite. Chip 
and grab samples from a vein system extending From 7135784N-559900E to 7136000N- 
559588E contain up to 6.62% lead, 40.84% zinc, and 5.32% copper but silver grades 
range only up to 1.14 oziton (39 g/t) with negligible gold. The lack of silver in the vein 
system, together with the presence of copper as chalcopyrite (not tetrahedrite) suggests 
that the veins may belong to the "camp view" type, considered to be older than the Main 
Vein type. No firther work is recommended on these veins. 

2) North Creek 

This area is 3 km NNE of the VERA adit. The lower section of the creek, to a 
point about 300111 upstream from it mouth, contains quartz-carbonate float with sphalerite 
and minor galena, tetrahedrite, and chalcopyrite. Similar float fhgments occur in soil 
adjacent to the creek on the east side. Composite samples of mineralized float fragments 
were collected in 1998 from the stream (386850) and from soil exposed in a clearing just 
east of the creek (386851). The stream float sample assayed 3.42% each of Pb and Zn, 
with 2.55 odt Ag (87.4 &). The float-in-soil sample ran 4.54% Cu, 0.52% Pb, 0.42% 
Zn, and 7.17 odt  Ag (245.8 &). Small showings in the drainage ofthe creek lie 1.4 km 
to the SW (386840), 1.25 km to the SSW (386848), and 150m upstream from sample site 
near the creek mouth (386849). The only one of these with significant silver content is 
386840, a sample of manganese oxidestained green-grey siltstone float with narrow 
veinlets of galena-sphaleritesideritequartz. It assayed 7.63% Pb, 1.36% Zn, and 7.84 
ozlton (268.8 g/t) Ag. 

Small area soil geochemical surveys done in 1981 and 1985 indicate that lead, 
zinc, and silver anomalies occur within a 6.0 ha area near the creek mouth. An expanded 
soil survey was conducted in 1998 to assess the metal distribution over a wider area. (See 
AppendixYQ for results. 



3) Camp View Vein (west) 

Quartz-carbonate veins, probably part of the Camp View vein system, cut through 
a saddle in a north trending ridge 1.8 km NNW of the VERA adit. The majority of the 
veins strike 120"-135" and dip steeply SW. An associated vein system is exposed at 
intervals along a small scarp which strikes 160" and intersects the Camp View veins on 
the east side of the ridge. 

Samples were taken from both the Camp View and SSE trending veins. Most 
samples contained galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and chalcopyrite in a quart-ankerite 
gangue; one sample was collected from a lens of chalcopyrite with no other visible 
sulfides. The highest silver grades obtained were 14.6 odton (500.6 gk) and 10. l odton 
(349.7 g/t) from select grabs of frost-heaved, subcropping vein material. Both samples 
had 3 to 5% tetrahedrite (386877,386878). The high-chalcopyrite sample (386874) 
contained only 0.54 odton (18.5 g/t) silver with 2.535% copper. 

A single chalcopyrite-sideritequartz sample (386873) was collected kom a vein 
belonging to the Camp View system at a point a few tens of meters west of the junction 
of the two vein systems. This contained 6262 ppm Cu and 1.49 odton (51 g/t) Ag. 

All of the sam~les collected from the two vein svstems in this area exceut the 
chalcopyrite-quartz specimen (386874) contain anomalous arsenic and antimony. This is 
particularly true of the samples from the SSE trending veins which contain tetrahedrite 
and possibly other sulfosal&. In the four samples from the southern section of the vein 
trace, arsenic ranges from 4007 to 9507 ppm, with 122-1079 ppm antimony. The As:Sb 
ratio varies from 80: 1 to 5.5, suggesting that either the composition of the tetrahedrite 
varies considerably or that more than one As-Sb bearing mineral is present. 

4) Camp View Vein (east) 

The veins were sampled at intervals along approximately 3 km of strike. Most of 
the samples were taken fiom the prominent steep-sided hill 800m NE of the VERA camp. 
In general, high grade sulfide bearing vein material was sampled in order to determine 
maximum silver grades. 

On the hill NE of the WR& there are two main quartz-carbonate veins which 
strike 110"-125" and dip 60"-70" SW. The southern vein contains traces of pyrite and 
chalcopyrite; a rough chip sample (386861) assayed 226 ppm Cu and 309 ppm Zn with 
no detectable Ag. The vein is roughly 15m wide where the sample was taken; it narrows 
gradually to the east and is 1-2m wide on the hilltop. 

The northern vein, which has a maximum width of ZSm, lies 50-100m north of 
the larger southern vein. On the top of the hill and on the steep western slope, the north 
vein has a slightly more easterly strike than the south vein and so converges with it to the 
west. Numerous grab and chip samples from the northern vein, taken at intervals along 
240m of strike, returned high Cu, Pb, and Zn grades with 1.16-12.6 odton (39.8-432 g/t) 



Ag. Silver is present with chalcopyrite as well as galena (* sphalerite). Three chip 
samples (386845-396847) assayed 1.16-6.31 oAon (39.8-216.3 gh) silver with 0.495- 
5.774% Cu, 2.53-6.68% Pb, and 0.99-3.93% Zn. Gold content of all Camp View vein 
samples is very low, ranging f?om 0.001-0.004 odton 

To the east of the hilltop, the vein system can be traced by sporadic exposures for 
at least 2.5 km. Several veins 30 cm - 200 cm wide are usually present, and there are 
often two zones of veins tens of meters apart. Samples with high sphalerite, galena, and 
chalcopyrite content from the east side of Camp View hill assayed 0.82-10.14 ozlton 
(28.1-347.7 g/t) silver. A chalcopyrite lens near a bulldozer trenched vein exposure 
650m ESE of the hill (386882) contains 2.81 ozlton (96.3 glt) silver with 25.8% copper. 
Another chalcopyrite bearing quartz vein, 2.5 km ESE of the hill, assayed 1.49% Cu and 
1.38 odton (47.3 g/t) Ag with only a trace of Pb-Zn. Apparently unmineralized quartz- 
dolomite veins outcrop 80m north of the chalcopyrite bearing vein; the whole system is 
similar to and on strike with the Camp View veins farther to the WNW. 

5) NE Ridge 

Quartz-dolomite-siderite vein rubble and subcrop occur along narrow linear 
breaks (probably joints) in diorite, 1.2 km east of Camp View hill. The linears strike 160" 
and are commonly 5-10m wide. Two samples of subcropping vein rubble were taken 
roughly lOOm apart in a prominent linear near the western side of the diorite body. One 
contained abundant arsenopyrite (386879) and assayed 5.34 o h n  silver (183 gtt) with 
0.159°/0 Cu, 1.68% Pb, 1.70% Zn, 56425 ppm As, and 2828 ppm Sb. The northern 
sample, with high galena content, contained 14.89 odton (5 10.5 g/t) Ag with 0.071% Cu, 
35.7% Pb, and 5.21% Zn. As and Sb contents were much lower, at 148 ppm and 844 
PPm. 

6) GD Showing 

The GD showing consists of cobbles and boulders of galena-tetrahedrite- 
chalcopyrite-sphalerite-pyrite in dark grey shale, mudstone, and siltstone. The area float, 
just north of the VERA airstrip, was bulldozer trenched in 1979-1980 and 1985. No in- 
situ source of the galena float is presently exposed although Krause (1985) describes a 
narrow vein of sheared (foliated) galena. Two samples of high grade material were taken 
(386833 and 386834). They assayed 222.56-229.91 oztton (7630.9-7882.7 glt) Ag, with 
5.59-7.32% Cu, 43.65-60.48% Pb, 2.0-3.07% Zn, and 0.004 odton Au. Both samples 
had abundant tetrahkdrite with lesser chalcopyrite. Arsenic contents are fairly low (1 054- 
11 16 ppm) but antimony is high (25560-26796 ppm). 



7) Main Vein Area 

A few samples were taken fkom the VERAMain vein and the surrounding area. 
One sample firom the footwall of the main vein, approximately 200m south of the vein 
trace (386801) assayed 42.81 ozkon (1467.8 g/t) Ag with 0.07% Cy 63.84% Pb, and 
1.88% Zn. This showing, consisting of subcropping f?ost-heaved vein float, was 
discovered in 1979 but has not been trenched due to its difficult location. Like other 
"main vein" type samples, this showing has fairly low As (129 ppm) with higher Sb 
(1498 ppm), indicating low arsenic content in tetrahedrite. 

Two samples from the west shoot of the main vein, at 5276N-5357E, assayed 
32.02 odton (1097.8 gh) and 54.2 odton (1858.3 g/t) silver. Both of these samples have 
high lead contents (47.88% and 70.26%) with low As (51-82 ppm) and Sb (1 165-2079 
pprn). A sample of high-tetrahedrite float, taken at 5300N-5230E (386886), contained 
very high silver (8% -88 odton, 30579 gh), copper (5.228%), arsenic (21499 ppm), and 
antimony (28065 ppm) compared to other main vein ores. The sample may belong to the 
Scarp vein system. Another tetrahedrite rich sample was collected &om a narrow sparry 
dolomite vein at 5585N-5360E on the hangingwall side of the main vein and noted on 
the map as the 'Jorge Showing'. This sample (386887) contained 66.81 odton (2290.6 
glt) Ag, 0.206 ozlton (7.06 glt) Au, 7.54% Cu, 0.09% Pb, and 0.55% Zn. The gold assay 
is unique and unexpected. As might be expected with the high tetrahedrite content, 
arsenic and antimony results are high at 336.9 and 35227 pprn respectively. Another 
interesting aspect of these two samples is their very high bismuth contents, 1051 and 
2890 pprn respectively. Bismuth is uncommon in most VERA ores. 

Another occurrence of vein float, which may be more or less in situ or may be a 
remnant of a more extensive float train derived fiom the main vein, lies just north of the 
road to the VERA camp between 5430N-5260E and 5500N-5340E. This consists of 
manganese oxide stained, smithsonite-sphalerite rich quartz-siderite boulders. The 
occurrence was bulldozer trenched in the 1980's with inconclusive results. Two samples 
were taken, one from each of two trenches 70m apart (386888,386889). These contained 
7.49-11.68% zinc, with low copper, lead, silver, arsenic and antimony values. These 
results together with the geology of the occurrence suggest that the mineralization 
represents a zinc-rich, NE striking vein in the main vein hangingwall. 

8) Rusty Mountain Peak 

A total of seven samples was collected fiom the high ridges east and west of the 
peak of Rusty Mountain (386824-386830). These returned low silver assays, except for 
3g6826, which is from a tetrahedrite rich vein on the footwall margin of a quartz- 
carbonate veinlet. The occurrence is small but interesting because of its silver content 
(116.37 ozkon, 3989.9 gh) and very high As (42144 ppm), Bi (7047 ppm) and Sb (26705 
P P ~ .  



9) "Marko" Showing 

This float (talus) occurrence was discovered in 1998 by Marko Stefanovic. 
Fragments of galena-tetrahedrite up to 20 cm diameter are found in slightly rusty, 
manganese oxide stained mudstone talus on the south side of a gully draining the west 
flank of Rusty Mountain. The float can be traced roughly onethird of the way up the 
talus slope; at this point it is obscured by coarser unmineralized talus fiom above. 
Manganese-stained mudstone and siltstone talus fragments and minor quartz-limonite 
vein debris can be traced laterally west across the hillside for roughly lOOm from the high 
grade float occurrence. Two samples of high grade float were taken, from the upper and 
lower parts of the talus. Silver content is high, at 21 1.3-258.26 odton (7244.5-8854.7 
glt). Lead in the highly leached talus material is also high, averaging 76.36%, while only 
0.32% zinc is present. As, Bi, and Sb are anomalous to strongly anomalous, averaging 
291 ppm, 39.8 ppm, and 9089 pprn respectively. 

The mudstonesiltstone host rock, foliated texture, galena-tetrahedrite mineralogy, 
high silver content and platy form of the float indicate that its source is a vein or system 
of veins similar to the Siltstone vein on the Val property. 

10) South Rusty Mountain Showing 

This was resampled for geochemical data. Quartz and sideritequartz veins occur 
in linear depressions, which are probably mineralized joints, in biotite-hornblende diorite. 
The quartz veins appear barren. Siderite veins, composed of coarse grained siderite with 
intergrown crystalline quartz, occupy the same fissures as barren quartz and may be part 
of a composite vein system, or a separate entity formed earlier or later than the quartz 
veins. Some breccia textures exist, and the siderite veins weather readily into small 
manganese and limonite stained fiagmems. Malachitestained tetrahedrite occurs in 
siderite veins at two localities, the "main" showing and another vein 135m to the SE. A 
select sample of tetrahedrite-siderite fiom the main showing (38681 1) assayed 244.65 
odton silver (8388 g/t) with 3% Cu, 0.28% Pb, 0.69% Zn, 334 pprn As, 15581 pprn Sb, 
and 98 pprn Bi. A second select sample fiom the vein to the SE (386853) ran 18.05 
ozlton (618.9 g/t) silver, 0.982% Cu, 0.61% Pb, 8.63% Zn, 525 pprn As, 3492 pprn Sb, 
and 16 pprn Bi. A narrow sphalerite-galena vein in ankeritic dolomite, lOOm south of the 
"main" tetrahedrite showing, contains low silver grades (0.18 odton) with 3.24% Pb, 
30.41 % Zn, and low As, Bi, and Sb. 



11) Stromatolite Showing 

The stromatolite showing is located on the VERA 90 claim, 2.5 ktn WNW of the 
Siltstone showing (7128750N-559490E). It consists of veins and minor breccia 
composed of spany dolomite, barite, tetrahedrite, galena and sphalerite hosted by orange 
weathering stromatolitic dolomite. The dolomite outcrops as a block or wedge within an 
extensive unit of fissile dark grey shale. The shale and dolomite units are found only on 
the south side of the adjacent stream; quartzite underlies the north side for a considerable 
distance to the WNW and ENE. The quartzite, which has thin interbeds of siltstone, 
strikes NW and dips moderately NE. The stream runs along strike and may follow the 
contact between quartzite and the underlying shale. 

The mineralization in the orange dolomite appears to be related to a fault (?) scarp 
at the east end of the dolomite outcrop. The scarp strikes north and dips steeply east 
Remnants of vein material adhere to the scarp face, and hctures normal to the face are 
mineralized. ~arge'mineralized dolomite boulders lie at the base of the scarp and 
downslope into the creek. 

Grab samples of the mineralized boulders, taken in 1981, assayed 43.8% Pb, 
5.83% Zn, and 15.83 ozkon (542.7 g/t) Ag and 6.55% Pb, 2.86% Zn, and 2.48 odton 
(542.7 g/t) Ag. A 30 cm chip of barite-tetrahedrite rich breccia from the base of the 
scarp, collected in 1998, returned grades of 33.96 ozkon (1 164.4 gh) Ag, 2.04% Cy 
4.48% Pb, and 0.42,% Zn (sample 386890). As expected with the high tetrahedrite 
content, the sample also contained high As (1471 ppm) and Sb (14210 ppm). Sample Ann 
04 assayed 1.45% Pb and 1.64% Zn with no silver. Sample Ann 05 assayed 1.2% Pb, 
2.03% Zn and 393 g/t silver. 

The area surrounding the showing, particularly to the north and west, has 
evidence of strong fracturing, probably related to a north-striking regional fault in the 
valley 200-300111 west of the showing. A sample of fractured, brecciated quartzite 
(386891) from the east side of the valley contained 8230 ppm zinc with 3.5 ppm Ag. 
The rocks in this area belong to the upper part of the VAL (Pinguicula) sequence; there is 
good exposure at least on the east side of the valley and more exploration is warranted 



VAL and KLA Claims 

A) Introduction 

The following showings on the VAL and KLA claims, outside the limits of the 
VAL grid area, were examined in 1998: 

1) West Ridge (samples 386892-386896) 

2) SHZ West (386821-386823) 

3) "A" Zone (386897-386898) 

4) PAKA (3 86804) 

5) PAKA South (386818) 

6) Quartzite (386807) 

B) Mineralized Zones 

1) West Ridge 

This area was prospected and bulldozer trenched in 1988. The rocks exposed are 
sandy grey to buff weathering dolomite, maroon shale and mudstone, and polymictic 
pebble conglomerate with a hematite-rich mudstone matrix. They are believed to overlie 
Val sequence (Pinguicula Fm) rocks and probably belong to the late Precambrian Rapitan 
Fm. 

The area trenched extends up the east end of a ridge 4.5 km WNW of the VAL 
Siltstone showing (7129000N-7129100N, kom 558060E to 558400E). At the east end of 
the trenched area is a small showing of tennantite-tetrahedrite in highly fractured 
siliceous grey dolomite. A sample (386892) assayed 1.6 1 1% Cu, 0.1% Zn, and 0.45 
odton (15.4 gtt) Ag. The sample also contained abundant arsenic (4881 ppm) and 
relatively low antimony (770 ppm). Farther west, samples were taken from various 
exposures of hematite-rich mudstone and conglomerate, and from another outcrop of 
fractured, brecciated grey dolomite. None of these samples contained anomalous 
amounts of precious or base metals. Subcropping dolomiteankerite breccia with traces 
of malachite from a locality 65m east ofthe tetrahedrite showing assayed only 173 ppm 
Cu with 1.0 pprn Ag (386896). 



2) SHZ West 

An attempt to trace the South Hill Zone fracturelfault system to the SW resulted 
in the discovery of sphalerite-galena-tetrahedrite mineralization in situ and in float. The 
sparse, fracture-hosted sulfides occur near the top of a north-facing slope 1000-1200m 
SW of the SHE.   he fiacture system hosting one ofthe sphalerite-galena occurrences 
strikes 255"-270" and dips steeply north. The occurrences appear to be too far south to be 
directly related to the SHZ system, although a few fragments of massive coarse-grained 
galena were found farther north and downslope. The writer identified a fine-grained, 
silvery-grey mineral in samples 386822 and 386823 as tetrahedrite. The sample results 
indicate otherwise; no copper is present although As and Sb contents are high. The 
mineral is a sulfosalt, possibly jordanite-geocronite, or a mixture of Pb-As-Sb sulfosalts. 
In any event, none of the samples contain more than 3.79 odton (129.9 glt) silver, even 
though 2.75-6.81% lead is present. 

3) "A" Zone 

Named after Archie Van Bibber who discovered it from the cab of his bulldozer 
in 1979, this showing is in an isolated, highly fiacture and friable outcrop of "VAL 
dolomite" on the west bank of a sizeable south-flowing stream. A grab sample taken in 
1979 assayed 59.1% Pb, 0.4% Zn, and 56.5 ozlton (1937.2 g/t) Ag. A 1998 "high grade'' 
grab (386898) ran 27.14% Pb, 17.56% Zn, and 25.93 o d b n  (889 g/t) Ag, with 245 pprn 
Cu, 2291 pprn As, and 644 pprn Sb. A sample composed of brecciated fractured grey 
dolomite with spany dolomite-smithsonite veinlets was taken from the north side of the 
outcrop (386897). This more or less in-situ material assayed 801 pprn Cy 6474 pprn Pb, 
38772 pprn Zn and 0.72 ozlton (24.7 gh) Ag. 

4) PAKA 

The PAKA showings, discovered in 1979, consist of coarse crystalline galena, 
minor sphalerite, tetrahedrite, and possibly boulangerite within irregular masses of coarse 
sparry dolomite and barite. Host rocks are light to dark grey laminated "VAL." dolomite. 
A sample taken for m c e  element analysis in 1998 (386804) assayed 32.83 oz/ton (1 125 
g/t) Ag, with 81.34% Pb and 0.14% Zn. Cu and As contents are low, at 101 ppm and 18 
ppm, but Sb is surprisingly high at 1555 ppm. The silver and antimony grades are higher 
than expected for these apparent "W deposits. 



5) PAKA South 

Located on the southeast rim of the Rackla River canyon approximately 750m 
ESE of the PAKA showings, this showing consists of coarse crystalline galena and barite 
in a sparry dolomite "vein" or lens striking roughly NW, perpendicular to the course of 
the river. The sparry dolomite body can be traced for some distance within its "VAL" 
dolomite host, but the galena-barite outcrops for only a few meters. A grab sample of 
massive galena (386818) assayed 3.60 ozlton (123.4 g/t) Ag with 54.8% Pb and 0.19% 
Zn. Copper and arsenic are relatively high (637 ppm and 563 ppm) suggesting the 
presence of tennantite. The silver content of this showing is much lower than that of the 
PAKA and more typical of MVT mineralization. 

6) Quartzite 

This showing, on the SE bank of the Rackla River, 4 km south of the South Hill 
Zone on the VAL claims, consists of galena-sphaleritetetrahedritepyrite as breccia 
matrix and veinlets in orthoquartzite. A north trending fault zone may control the 
mineralized structure, although attempts to trace it have been frustrated by heavy alluvial 
cover. A sample taken for trace element analysis (386807) assayed 21.0 ozlton (720 git) 
Ag with 1.1 15% Cu, 29.43% Pb, and 28.29% Zn, 21 17 ppm As, 2570 ppm Cd, and 
10767 ppm Sb. These results indicate that the Quartzite mineralization is geochemically 
more similar to the Pb-Zn-Ag deposits farther north on the VAL claims than to the 
PAKA showings to the west. 

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

The mineral showings and deposits on the KLA RUSTY, VAL, and VERA claims were 
reexamined to review their structural and lithological settings and re-sampled to obtain 
trace element geochemical data by ICP analysis. The purposes of this work were to 
provide data for a classification system for the various vein types, and to identify 
individual vein types and areas of occurrence worthy of m h e r  exploration. 

The showings and deposits in the Rusty Mountain area are hosted by carbonate and 
sedimentary rocks considered by the writer to belong to the Proterozoic Wernecke 
Superpup and a late Precambrian and possibly early Paleozoic assemblage resembling 
the basal unit of Eisbacher's Pinguicula Group. The Wernecke assemblage also includes 
hornblende-biotite diorite bodies which appear to be sills, although f inepined  and 
porphyritic equivaleilts also occur, which has led some workers to classify some bodies 
as flows. Blusson assigned a Cretaceous age to the diorite units, presumably on the basis 



of their similarity td the diorite bodies mapped by Green in the Nash Creek map-area. To 
the writer's knowledge, no regional maps have been published by Government agencies 
for this section of the Nadaleen River map-area (106Cl4 and C/5) since 1976. 

Veins and replacement deposits containing galena, sphalerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
tetrahedrite-tennantite, other sulfosalts, and traces of pyrargyrite and acanthite occur in 
all the rock types found on the Rusty Mountain block, including diorite. The majority of 
the deposits are carbonate hosted but potentially important veins occur in siltstone, 
quartzite, and 'greehstone' (diorite). Gangue minerals include dolomite, ankeritic 
dolomite, siderite, quartz, and barite. There are largevariations in the silver contents of 
the deposits; in general, silver appears to be related more closely to sulfosalts rather than 
to galena. 

All of the deposits examined by the writer are epigenetic, and except for the PAKA and 
PAKA south replacement deposits, all are veins localized by faults or joints. (It should 
be noted here that the North Kill, Little Red, Big Red, and Tetrahedrite zones on the VAL 
property, not discusk-d in this report, also appear to be replacement rather than vein 
deposits). The Wernecke assemblage rocks and the 'greenstones' on the VERA and 
RUSTY claims, on the northern section of the Rusty Mountain block, host the largest 
number of occurrences and the greatest variety of vein types. 

The deposits and occurrences can be roughly grouped into six types, based on mineralogy 
and mode of occurrence. These are: 

(A) Chalcopyritepyrite-quartz-dolomite veins; chalcopyrite often in semi-massive 
lenses. 

(B) Sphalerite-galena- pyritedolomite veins; sphalerite dominates, often in massive 
lenses. 

(C) Galena-sphalerite-tetrahedrite-dolomite veins with minor pyrite and other 
sulfosalts. 

0) Foliated galena-tetrahedrite veins with minor pyrite, sphalerite, other sulfosalts. 
(E) Tetrahedrite-sulfosalt-ankerite-sideritebe- veins with minor pyrite, 

chalcopyrite. 
(F) Galena-dolomite-barite pods with minor pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 

tetrahedrite. 

Examples of type (A) are the Camp View type veins which are hosted by 'greenstone', 
siltstone, and shale on the VERA and RUSTY claims on the eastern, north-central, and 
northeastern sections of Rusty Mountain. Silver contents are low, even in semi-massive 
to massive chalcopyrite lenses. Type (B) veins are common and widespread; they occur 
in carbonate, siltstone, and 'greenstone'. Galena usually occurs as medium-sized, well 
formed crystals and is always subordinate to sphalerite. Tetrahedrite is absent, and silver 
grades are low, with silver-lead ratios (odt : %) usually less than 0.2. These veins 
generally have simple geochemistry, with low As, Bi, and Sb contents. Examples occur 
on the NW ridge, east flank, and south flank of Rusty Mountain. 



Veins of type (C) are the most important silver-rich type, and exhibit the 
greatest range of textural and compositional styles. Examples are the 
bulk of the VERA Main vein, some dolomiterich veins associated with 
the Camp View vein system, the VAL South Hill zone, the "A" zone, and 
some of the veins at the Stromatolite showing. Sphalerite is common in 
these veins; galena occurs in fine to coarsely crystalline masses with 
tetrahedrite. They have much more complex mineralogy and geochemistry than the type 
(B) veins; their high silver grades appear to be related to their high galena and 
tetrahedrite wntents. Foliated (and 'steel') galena veins of type (D) occur in the core of 
the VERA Main vein, at the Scarp, Marko, and GD wnes, and at the Siltstone showing 
on the VAL claims. These veins can have Ag:Pb ratios as high as 4. Tetrahedrite, 
freibergite, and other sulfosalts are common. Sphalerite content is low, and the veins 
tend to form massive pods and lenses within lower grade zones. 

Very high but erratically distributed silver grades are characteristic of type (E) 
tetrahedrite-~ebergite bearing veins. These often have low average sulfide contents, 
with tetrahedrite, freibergite, other sulfosalts, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and finegrained 
galena and sphalerite concentrated in small lenses and pods in quartz, dolomite, siderite, 
and barite gangue. All of these veins have high As and Sb contents; many also contain 
strongly anomalous bismuth. One example, in the hangingwall of the VERA Main vein, 
contains significant gold. This vein type may eventually be proven to include subtypes 
with low lead and high lead wntents and bismuth-bearing sulfosalts. These potentially 
important veins occur in south striking faults in 'greenstone' north and east of the VERA 
Main vein, in sparry dolomite veins in the hangingwall of the Main Vein, in float 
associated with the Scarp vein, in breccia zones and selvage veins associated with quartz 
veins on the west ridge of Rusty Mountain and at the South Rusty Mountain showing, 
and in barite-dolomite veins at the Stromatolite showing. 

Irregular pods and lenses of coarse crystalline galena in spany dolomite and barite 
gangue occur at the~PAKA and PAKA south showings. These type (F) occurrences are 

~ - 

quite different from any others in the Rusty Mountain area, although their association 
with s~arrv dolomite "breccia" wnes in laminated prey dolomite is similar to the more - - - 
complex, silver rich deposits on the VAL claims. 

Silver-bearing veins of types (C,D,E) are concentrated in three main areas within the 
Rusty Mountain block. Most of the veins, and the largest deposits, are close to the peak 
of Rusty Mountain on the no* northwest, and south flanks. The second most important 
concentration is within the upper section of the VAL grey dolomite, or associated with its 
northern contact with siltstone. The third area, relatively little explored, encompasses the 
Strornatolite and "A" zone occurrences, west and northwest of the main group of VAL 
deposits. The reasons for the apparent concentrations of mineralized zones are at least in 
part related to the difficulty of exploring overburden or talus-covered areas; in other 
words, the known occurrences were easy to find, and the buried ones have yet to be 
discovered. However, the high density of occurrences in some bedrock areas and the 
paucity in others suggests that there are specific and unique structural and (possibly) 
intrusive controls on the geochemically complex, silver-bearing deposits. These controls 
have not yet been identified. To remedy this situation, and to aid in the discovery of 
more silver-rich vein deposits, the following recommendations are offered: 



(1)Conduct airborne low-level magnetic and EM surveys over the Rusty Mountain block. 
The coverage should extend at least a few km west of the N-S valley on the west side 
of Rusty Mountain. 

(2)Complete geological mapping on the west side of the Rusty Mountain block and 
extend westerly towards Kathleen Lakes (ZAP occurrence). This work would be 
much more valuable if Government mapping was extended east from 106Dl1 and 
106D18 at the same time. 

(3)Carefully prospect the west flank of Rusty Mountain from the west limit of the VERA 
Main vein drilled area south to the "A" zone. There is good rock exposure near the 
valley bottoms and on the lower slopes at intervals as far south as the Stromatolite 
showing. This area was not explored thoroughly in the late 1970's and early 1980's. 
Areas suitable for soil geochemical sampling, where overburden is relatively thin and 
well drained, should be noted during prospecting and mapping traverses. 

(4)Conduct soil geochemical sampling of selected areas along the west side of the Rusty 
Mountain block. This work should extend but not duplicate 1978-1981 work unless 
infill sampling is needed. 

(5)Trench areas anomalous in Pb-Ag-Zn-Cu with a tracked excavator. 
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INTRODUCTION - 
A month of geological mapping and prospectlug was conducted on Manson Creek's Yukon project MCK- 
YUK-1. The work conducted between July 27" and August 27' 1998 was aimed at expanding the known 
potential of the occurrences previously identified in the Nadalm mnge during exploration work carried out 
between 1976 and 1982 bv various comoanies. Four carbonate-hosted occurrences of silver lead zinc 
mineralization were h o &  in that rang; (Nadaleeq Craig, Discavery and Trent zones) at the beginaing of 
the project and the main purpose of the field work was to ascertain whether these zones may be related to a 
larg& bmalized system which muld span and encompass the known showings in a larger deposit 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the project were as follows: 

-Propme a geological model acoounting for the extent and distribution ofthe ' " ' o n  

-Establish potential for continnily between the known Occurrences 

-Prospect for any previously unreported minedimlion in the area of interest. 

Three weeks were spent mapping part of the Nadaleen range as wvered by the Manson Creek claim block 
a well as the Craig claim block under option from Falconbridge Ltd Mapping was conducted on all areas 
of good geological expome such as the ridges and slopes of the steeply mountainous area of inferest A 
scale of 13000 was chosen as the most convenient to report the information collened during the mapping 
traverses As structural complications were rapidly obvious in the field, a smaller area thm anticipated was 
mapped in detail but with a greater densily of traverses. 

Prospection sampling of m e m  structu~s and mineralized outcrops as well as charader sampling of the 
various lithologies was lmderrahen in order to help provide baseline geochemical data which will be useful 
in interpreting the regional silt sampling program's results. 

An "outside-in" approach was favored to explain the mineralization known to date by building up the 
regional geological pichue in a way that would allow us to totter interpret the specifics of each occurrence 
in its panicular geological context. 

. . 
The opposite approach which was used in the previous work programs, building on the m k d m h o n  
outwards, had not succeeded in producing a working hypthesis to account for the presence of 
mineralizatios its extent or geomeuy. 

The last report relating work performed in the Nadaleen range was W e n  by Shelley James, October 1980 
for Canadian Superior Exploration Limited. The program consisted of a minterpretation of the exisling 
geological data as well as drilling to expand the mineralized zones. The results obtained did not justify 
Contirmation or follow up to the p r o p i n  

The most complete geological picture presented for the area of intereg within the Nadaleen range can be 
found in the 'Geological Report on the Craig Property' written by RG. Gifford P. Eng, for McIntyre 
Mines Ltd. in 1979. The geology of the area is essentially presented as a carbonatesedimentary sequence 



of Hadrynian age, trending E70a and steeply dipping to the north and in contact to the south with an 
ordcwiciansilurian sedimentary package (grit unit). A 'volcanic' mit wnsistmg of tuffs and mafic rocks 
altering to serpeutinites with associated ferrodolomites was recognized and presented as a possible 
i n d o n  along a zone of crustal weakness. No inwive rocks were identified in the area of the Craig 
claims 

Wide, open folding was recognized and described as possibly related to the "Dawson thrusr'. 
Mineralization was interpreted to be of the Mississippi valley type carbonate hosted lead-zinc (+I- silver) 
assodated with the dewatering of a shale basin The host was described as the east-west trending "Craig 
dolomite" of Hadrynian age. Local fa- as well as regional thrust faults were inferred to explain many 
of the dimepancies in lithological relationships as well as to explain the relationship of various rock 
packages (carbonates, grit unit and ul-c volcanics with associated ferrodolomites). 

1998 MAPPING AND PROSPECTING RESULTS 

NADALEEN RANGE. 

GEOLOGY 

The distribution of the various units can be seen on the 1:5000 scale geological map included in this repott 

The units described by W o r d  were identified in the field but more work was pformed to define the 
relationships of the ditferent units as well as the structural controls affecting their distribution in the field 

The maiigraphic sequence seen in the field in the area mapped consisted of. 

WEST I I EAST I 
TOD of seuuence I Silty teni~enous I Top of sequence 

1 Agglomerates 1 I 
1 Serpentinites I AndesiticTWs 

Base of sequence I AndesiticRhyolitic ( Base of sequem I Massive Limestone 

&ents(schists) 
Bedded calcareous rocks 
(incl. "Craig dolomite") 
Silty temgemus 
sedimems (schists) 

All units were found to be cornformably related as there were transition zones between all rock types 
(PHOTOS 7 & 4.b). The rocks exposed over the map area seem to represent a deepening ofthe marine 
depositional euvironment to the east (in general terms). 

Bedded calcareous rocks 
(incl. "Craig dolomite") 
Silty temgenous 
sediments (schists) 

The carbonate unif part of which was referred to in previous work as the 'Craig dolomite' was found to be 
a relatively thin (10 to 60'meters in maximum hue thickness) unit which often appead to have a much 
greater apparent thickness due to the relationship between topopphy and the geometly of the folded unit 
The unit is extensive, being found over the 2.5 km of the mapped area and is consistent in wlor, texhne aud 
appearance (PHOTO 1). JI generally consists of a 5 to 20 meters thick sequerm of marse calcareous, silly 
'sandstone' (PHOTO 2) which was probably deposited as a calcareous beach 'sand' followed by a 
relatively thin (5-15 meters) package of thinly layendlbedded (PHOTO 3) siltyIcalcarews siltstone 
(posibly some evaporites) and capped by another sequena of coarse calcmow silt-to-sandstones. This 
unit was commonly highly reactive to the application of dilute 10% hydrochloric acid except where 
silicfication and quartz stockworks were present, namely at the west and discovexy zones 



r 
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Other limestone outcrops were observed locally as larger, more massive discrete units which were probably 
deposited as reefs in a shallow marine environment None of these exhibited considerable lateral extent or 
continuity @haps due to lack of exposure?). 

No fossils were obsemed in the field that would have either supported the age of this sedimentary package 
or provided new data to wdate the various units (except possibly some algae mars in one of the 
fermdolomite outc~ops but deformation and related alteration r a k e d  identification exhtmely dil3icult). 

The 'grit' unit is composed mostly of siliceous, terrigenous to basinal sediments ran- in lype fmmvery 
fine pined  mudstones to coarse quartz-pebble and chert-pebble conglomerates. They repre~em a range of 
depositional eovironments covering proximal active channel deposition (conglomerates) to deep water 
basinal t y p  sediments (mudstones, cherts). 

The origin of the mks now 0bSe~ed as bands and pods of sevntinite remains problematic @HOT0 4). 
They show an extremely wide range of textural fabrics (even within a laterally contimms outcrop) but are 
seen in the field to be comformable to the adjacent units They occur both flanking &nates as well as 
locally as pods within the grit units. These units are generally extensive and show good lateral cmtimity 
as well as g d  transition zones with the adjacent units. The field relationships indicate that this rods type 
is comformable to stratigraphy but its origin or mode of emplacement remains unexplained This unit has 
served in many areas as a marker bed and has helped solve a si@icant amount of the fold geometq 
present. In short, it may be either a syngenetic, comformable unit related to basaltic or komatiite flows or a 
late nltramafic sill emplaced along bedding and prior to deformation. 

Two previously undescribed units have been mapped in the field this season. The list is a mit which has 
lustorically been grouped with the ferrodolomites due to its raistant natute and its buff orange weathering. 
This unit, observed in pods and 'dykes' through the area of interest has been observed to l m d y  cut 
stratigraphy and often inwIporate clam of the surrounding rocks. It exhiiits a wide variety of t e x t u s  
and is essentially characterized by heavy brecciation and silicification It almost invariably caries traces to 
4-5% of sulphides (q: Gn, Sp +/- Cpy), often displays malachite maim@ and is typically bounded by fWt 
surfaces (slidcenslides) and small quartz vein bearing shear zones (1-2 meters wide). In one instance, in the . . 
western part of the map area, it is found in contact with a w p n h m d  unit which displays a strong 
mylonic foliation at the contaa. 

It is interpreted that this unii is a late stage unit which is either related to a particular (fold axial 
planar zone of silicification) but is more likely related to zones of degassing and silicification associated 
with buried intermediate to felsic inhusive stocks. Such inbusive plugs, stoclcs and sheets have been 
identified in the Rusty mountain area which appears to be essentially in the same general rock package. In 
the western area of the map sheet, this unit has been observed with a remnant (now heavily silicified) 
texture indicative of high level dacitic-rhyodacitic a E k t y .  This t y p  unit has been locally o$served to 
carry significant amounts of sulphide mineralization (disseminated networks of and pods of massive 
sulphides (Fy +/- /-I) with anomalous to high copper and gold values. 

The second family of pviously undescribed mcks form the core of the area of interest and were 
previously grouped in with the 'serpentinites, ferrodolomites and associated volcaniclastics'. They consist 
of a group of rocks rangingfrom andesitic W s  and flows to rhyolitic flows, bd3 and agglomerates. These 
rocks are extremely impntant in sihlating the geological depositional emironment since one would not 
expect to find them in a 'passive margin' carbonate platform environment which is where one would expect 
to find the typical Mississippi Valley Type deposits. They indicate a much more active depositional 
environment which is closer to that of a subduction m e  with associated bimodal, calc-alkaline volcanism. 
In an environment such as thiq other types of deposits may be discovered such as sinter-related 
sedimenhry d a t i v e  (SedEx) massive snlphide deposits as well as deposits related to high level 
intrusions in the core of the volcanic center (porphyry deposits, skarns, chimney and m t o s  replacement 
bodies). 



The lithologies obsemd are indicative of an active intermediate to felsic volcanic center near an oceanic 
shoreline. If the units which now form sapentinites were origmally deposited as sea floor basaltic to 
komatiitic exirusions, the environment could be pin-poimed as that of a back arc pimodal v o l ~  and 
marine sedimentation) near a reactivated oceanic floor spreading center or rift (basaltic and komattite 
flows). 

Evidence has also been found to support hydrothermal activity which was probably related to the volcanism 
(hot springs activity).There is at least one full volcanic cycle exposed in the area of interes where volcanic 
rocks (m, flows and agglomerates) were deposited over exi- limestones and were then covered by 
terrigenous sediments (mudstones, siltstones, sandstones and conglomerates) before carbonate aeposition 
occurred again (medying 'Craig dolomite'). To the east, although the v o l ~ c  rocks an not observed, 
thick quences of siliceous chert may be related to volcanism as chemical sediments deposited in deeper 
water may have been created by underwater hot spring activity. Support for this wmes from two 
outcropslsubcrops of 6actured limestones where networks of black silica glass +/- sulphides can be 
identified (PHOTOS 5a & 5b). 

STRUCTURE 

The entire area mapped was characterized by ememely ductile deformation (PHOTOS 6a & fib). This 
amount of deformation, in consideration of the fact that essentially no metamoqhim is obsaved, would 
indicate various compressional regimes in a buried but still very 'wet' sequenoe &rocks. The pmmce of 
large amounts of water but little heat would allow for the rocks to matt in a plastic fashion without 
recrystallization due to to stress. 

Three important folding events m be 0bSe~ed or inferred from 6eld observations. 

First folding event 

This event resulted in M y  tight anlidinal folding with a roughly east-west axial plane and a Ppobable 
steep axial dip to the east It is a c u l t  to clearly establish the initial geometry of the 6rst fold as it has 
subsequently been deformed by two more phases of folding. A strong axial planar schistosity (Sl) has 
been created in the siliceous sediments as well as in the volcanic rocks by this event. The carbonates, 
although folded as well, do not show any development of signi6cant foliatiom (PHOTO 7). The 
serpentinites reacted to this deformation mostly by shearhg and fkxhrhg as well as local development of 
a strong C-S fabric. Throughout the sediments, bedding is difticult to see for two reasons: Bedding (SO) is 
often tmqcmed almg the foliation and since the folds are mostly tight, the foliation and bedding are often 
sub pa l l e l  (Iimbs of the fold). Areas ofF1 fold closum are easily recognizable in the field as '7," 
tectonites are created by the 90' &ene&on of the axial planar scbistosity and the beddmg foliation In 
less technical terms, the outcrops in this shuctural &g form series of elongated 'pencils' (PHOTO 8). 

Many of the thin coarser UIUS wiw the sebentar). pile were 'Uhemberrd' dunng this phase of 
deformation due to their lower plashcit) to deformadon than the 6ner gamed units (RGURE I). Some of 
lhese coarser grained, p o r n  lithological 'bondins' abso- significant amount ofqmlz dm& 
mbsequent deformation and formed disaontinuous, silicified quara 'pods' (PHOTO 9) which were then 
tramps& along the schistosity. Although many of these pods o l ~ y  sulphides, none of the ones sampled 
carried ore grade mineralization. 

Second folding event 

The second folding event is inferred from the rotation of the 6rst schistosity as well as from a distinq 
weak S2 foliation present throughout the 'grit' Uaa It's axial planar direction is inferred to also be east 
west, at a slight angle to the fi& foldmg event Field observations would indicate a slight dip ofthe axial 
plane to the south As such, it may only be a 'reactivation' of the compression forces that generated the 6rst 
fold at a slightly different angle ( due to rotation of the block on a regional level or slight change in the 
stress ellipsoid during the evolution of the compressional event@) PHOTOS 10 & 11). 
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A series of intersection lineation tectonites ('pencil' outcrops) were also created by the intersecrions of the 
bnning S1 schistosity intersecting the S2 axial planar schistosity. 

No quartz veining or other tectonic lithologicaifaltmtion features have been observed associated to this 
deformation 

The third and last folding event at the scale of the mapped area consisted of gentle open folding along a 
nonhsouth axis dipping approxiuakly at 20' to the south. It's physical expression is the &on of the 
synclines forming the north-sonth valleyddrainages while the anticlinal portions now form the long north 
south ridges 

No schistosity is associated to this event but a locally strong axial planar'fractrning cao be obswed in the 
fold lunges of some of the more m i m  units such as ooarse grit& sandstones, silicified volcanics and 
some of the carbonates. Tbis folding event was much more 'brittle' than the preceding episodes and 
depasition of quartz in many of the axial planar hchtres indicates introduction of silica bearing fluids (or 
remobilization of silica +I- calcite within the sedimennuy pile). The quintz is generaLly white bull quartL, 
locally with some vugs and development of clusters of late clear quartz crystals U g  open spaces 
(PHOTO 12). The fmtmkg is limited to the fold hinges of this gentle folding event. 

No important thrusting or faulting was obselved during the field traverses. Contin* between the various 
units is representative of changing sedimentary regimes and the dis@ibution ofthe various units in the 6eld 
can be accouoted for reasonably wtll in terms of the deformation events described above. Locally, small 
scale shearing was observed in tight fold noses but the displacement was minimal and the overall fold 
geome4 was not overly disrupted (PHOTO 13). 

If the regionally significant ' D a m n  Thrust' is inferred to cross this area, it is suggested that its location 
would be north of the map area, in the valley of the Rackla River (near camp) as a strong break in shuchual 
style as well as rock types oaurr, separating the southern portion wadaleen Range, as described above) 
and the rock paclrage exposed directly nor01 of the river and which consists of a flat-lying essentially 
undeformed sequence of dominantly carbonate rocks with occasional dirty, fine pined sediment interbeds 
(TEGIONAL 1;250 000 map). 

MINERALIZATION. 

Lead, dnc and silver ' ' tion 

A block diagram model is presented that describes the 1itho-struCnu;ll sethng inferred for the minerahahon 
reported to date in the Nadaleen range (SEE FIG 2). 

Only one 'new showing' was identi6ed between the Craig (west) and Dimvery zones with the f o l l o w  
assay: 

Sample Number I Ag (glI? I Pb PA) 1 Zn @pm) 
643555 210 25.6 4030 1 

This showing is covered in scree and the sample was offloat q m  vein +I- galena I teaahedrite. It is not 
inferred to have come &om a significant body of mineralization 

As the mtneralizanon appears to be related to remobilization of sulphdes and redqmtion in c h e m i w  
-\.e rocks along an structuml intersection lineation @I-F3 axial planar intersection) aod conndenng 
the limited depth extent of the host carbonate Imit, it is suggested that it is extremely unlikely tbat any kind 
of bulk mineable deposit may be formed in these conditions. Even with a thickening of the carbonate unit 
and a greater depth extention to the host, the geometry of 'high grade' mineralization s would remain that 
of widely spaced, unconnected steej~ly plunging to vertical cylindrical 'ore shoots' 
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It should be noted that in the same structural setting to the south west of the known m, the carbonate 
unit is observed in an equivalent structural setting but has failed to develop aoy sign16cam quam veining 
and shows no signs of mineralization It may be that there is a dimete 'engine' for silica and m bearmg 
fluids circulation which was only active in certain areas ofthe property @robably unexposed intermediate 
to felsic plugs, sills or dykes) and although equivalent conditions for ore deposition may have been created 
in other areas, there was no engine to drive the sulphide remobilization. 

Other mineralization types. 

Two imprant new mineral occurrences have been identified in the Nadaleen range over the mapped area 
Samples from these areas retumed the following values. 

These samples were taken frmn a resistant buff-orange highly fractmd and silicified unit which hosts 
sulphide stringefi as well as pods of massive sulphdes (qv +/- Cpy and locally malachitdamrite coatings). 

Sample Number 
643540 
643541 

643607 (resampling: of 643541) 

This occurrence, whose extent is unlmown but whose surface expression is limited (6-10 meters in length 
by 1-2 meters in thickness?) is located approximately 1.5 km to the south east ofthe Craig West zone. 

In other areas of the property, units which are identical in appearance have been identified as fractured and 
silicified felsic tdfdagglomerates of dacitic-rhycdacitic &ty, as described below. 

AU 
20.37 
8.3 
9.72 

The second new occurrence was found in a heavily brecciated silicified unit @robably felsic volcanic rock, 
flow or tuff of rhyodacitic to rhyolitic affinity) which canied abundant sulphides in stockworks through the 
thickness ofthe exposed unit (over 100m). A small pod of more massive sulphides mineralization (Py +/- 
Cpy) sampled at the base of the unit retumed high copper values. 

Cu (%) 
10.4 
16 
6.85 

Tlis oocurrence is located approximately 2 kilometers southwest of the Craig West zone. The small 
amount of mapping I prospecting perfonned over this occurrence does not allow one to characterize this 
rmneralization as far as setting, e m  or wntmls. However, two important obsenations can be made at 
this time: the rocks confainmg 30-50% disseminated sulphide in h c h m s  did not cany ore grade metals 
while the sample of 'massive' +I- 80 % sulphide rock carried high grade copper. SeoondIy, no significant 
alteration marked the presence of high quantities of sulphide material in the rock. Only a 'lucky' hit of the 
hammer revealed a high sulphide content in this particular spot. 

Sample number 

It should be noted that some rhyolitic tuffaceous flows have been observed with abundaut 'sulphide clasts' 
which may have been part of the onginal magma but were most likely incorporated into the flows after the 
eruption of the h&iceous rocks by scouring of massive sulphide horizo11~&4~Isinters along the volcanic 
flow path. 

Cu Ph) 

Further discussions concerning the petrology, mineral associations and m e  element associations of these 
occurrences will take place in a second report on the characrerization of these new t~pes of mineralization 
and the implications to the mineral exploration potential of the propafy. 

643606 5.27 



RUSTY MOUNTAIN AREA (Vera claim and vicinitd 

Three areas of previously unrecorded mineralization recognized by the sediment sampling crew during 
m m e s  along dramages were investigated in the field in the Rusty Mountain area (LOCATION MAP). 
Although the emphasis during the few traverses in those areas was prospecting, the following obsenatiom 
were made in these three areas which were all representative of similar geological environments. 

GEOLOGY 

The mineralized areas were all spatially related to contacts between various fine gmmed sediments 
representative of fairly deep water, b a s i d  type depositional environments ( h e  black mudstones and 
cheaS) and silica-pr intrusive rochs such as porphyritic gbbroic dykes, syenites and diorites. In some 
instances, the contacts cwld be pursued wer kilometers in length indicating that these intrusives may be 
spatiaUy (and volumehdy)  much more important than originally thought during previous work 
programs. 

The presence of intrusive plugs and dyke systems indicates an aaive inmive center with polyphase 
inrmsions. There is vely little contact metamorphjsm associated with the imuiw bodies thanseh.es, 
indicating innusions at relatively low temperatures. Most of the intrusive contacts observed had minimal 
associated shearing 

STRUCTURE 

Intrusive sheets, dykes and plugs have all been observed on or armmd Rusty Mountain and the inrmsions 
are prcbably responsible in part for the deformation observed in the sediments 'Draping' of the sediments 
over large intrusions was observed and it is expected, due to the scale ofthe i m w i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  that local folding 
may have been created during the emplacement of these bodies. Should there be a number of '~luton' sized 
bodies in the direct vicinity ofthe pr& (within a few Km's), multi-phase folding could be &rated and 
could be invoqued to account for much of the srmctural complexity observed at Rustv Mountain and the 
sumundq a& (including the Nad range). 

Changes in bedding directions, cleavages (schistosities) as well as abundant outcrops of 'pencil' tectonites 
in the vicinity of Rusty Mountain are all indications that at least one episode of tight folding has oacurred 
over much of the area. 

MINERALIZATION 

Although the historical Pb-Zn-Ag (Val, Vera, Big Red.. .) occurrences have not been ewmined during this 
prospctmg, other mineralizations have been identified which were all spatially related to inhusions to the 
south, north east and north of Rusty Mountain 

South of Rusty Mountain (+/-2.5 Km from old Prism camp) 

Samples of disseminated to semi-massive sulpbide m h d m h  
. . 

on (Fy +/- Cpy) at contact between 
mudstones and a (dioritic-grzmoctoritic) dyke. 

Sample Nwnber I Cu (?) I & (fl) I pb (PPm) I z n ( p ~ m )  I @pb) 
643592 I 2.41 17.6 I 32 34 20 
642593 0.13 I 11.8 60 94 15 



North east of Rusty Mountain (+I- 1.5 Km fiom old Prism camp) 

Samples of sulphide bearing veins and shear planes within a small outcropping dioritic (?) plug in creek 
(PHOTO 14). Sample # 643588 is from the northern contact of the plug with h e  grained, black 
mudstones. The contact consists of a 1-1.5m wide quartz vein with abundant sulphides implacd in a 
sheared zone 2-3 metas wide. Locally, pods of massive sulphides give rise to malachite-azurite coatings 
of the host rock This 75 meters wide outcrop is probably part of a much larger intrusion, a few 100's of 
meters in extent 

N0lth of Rusty Mountain, m s s  Radda river (+I- 8 Km fiom old Prism camp) 

Sample Number 
643583 
643587 
643588 
643589 

Samples of contact zones between a long (3 km +, 150-200111 thick) sheet intmsion of dioritic (?) rodr in 
fine grained black mudstones with disseminated pyrite +I- armqyrite. Sample 643612 is of a shred 
wntact-hosted quartzallcite vein with abundant galena and sphalerite (PHOTO 15). 

Cu (?A) 
1.75 
2.37 
10.75 
1.55 

This area was only prospected for a half day (last day in the field) and without a doubt deserves more 
prospecting. The likelihood of dimvering Cu (Pb-Zn-Ag-Au) beanng massive sulphide in sheared 
contact with the inhusive is considered exbemely high. Sample 643612 is a prime example of a direct 
association between Ag-Zn-Pb mineralization and an i n h u s ~ e  contact in the sediments. 

Sample Number 
643610 
643612 

643614 (NA lab) 

Discussion. 

Ag (fl) 
26.4 

8 
21 
32 

There is little doubt that the d i v e  masses observed in the area were responsible for dmducing metals 
in the system and that undemandmg the distribution of these intrusive masses will be aitical in terms of 
the overall environment for ore deposition They may also have played an impmnt  role in mwbdmn . .  . 

g 
pre-exisfing mineralization and should be recognized as an important engine in the h a l  ore-forming 
process. 

Cu (man) 
1165 
177 

2013 

It is difficult to conceive that the new occurrences described above may be completely unrelated to the 
existing known mineralizations (Val, Vera, Big and Little R e 4  Tetrahedrite.. .) and it appears more likely 
that all of these occurrences are genetically related (although possibly in a zoned or mobilized system). 

F'b (ppm) 
238 
12 
18 
2 

Again, although much work has been done on the zones themselveg there seems to be little data on how all 
of this ties in together in a well defined genlogicaYstructural environment It may be that an outside-in 
approach is needed at this time to provide a lithologml and muduml huework that will m u n t  for the 
existence and disuibution of the mineralized zones known at this time. As long as there is no good 
working hypothesis concerning the controls on the existing mineralization, it seems unlikeiy that 
exploration will succeed in finding more targets. 

Ag (m 
0.6 
13.2 
2.5 

Zn (Dpm) 
9660 
102 
48 
120 

Au (ppb) 
160 
Tr 
195 
Tr 

Pb (ppm) 
32 

9770 
354 

Zn @pm) 
1215 

3.12% 
85 

Au (ppb) 
325 
10 



Gossanous Creeks 

Geneml comments 

A number of highly gossanous creeks have been observed either during helicopter ovefights or during 
regional silt sampling exercices. Thm of these creeks were visited and sampled during the work period 

These creeks are characterized by the deposition of thick iron oxide Busts in the creek beds as well as by 
strongly colored, predominantly red but also locally yellow or white water flow PHOTOS 16a & 16b). In 
al l  instances, these ormrred in fine sedimems with abundant chert units ranging in color from dark grey to 
beige to white. In one of these creeks (noItheast of Kathleen lakes), a b W  sulphides could be observed 
in the &en bands under the form of k e l y  disseminated he-grained pyrite which is intapreted to be 
syngeneric @art of a sedimentary eKhalative , or SedE& package). 

In al l  three creeks visited, iron oxide deposition was limited to areas of sulphide-bwiq rocks implying 
fairly limited transport dislances in the watershed a d  more likely, insitu oxidation of sulphide (pyke) rich 
rocks. Although no ore grade assays were returned for the sampling of some of these sulphide rich rocks, 
the 'red creek' south of the Nad range returned anomalous values in Au (25 to 70 ppb), Ba (290 to 690 
ppm), Cu (24 to 5 2 4 p ) ,  Mn (85 to >10 000 ppm) as well as an 18 ppm Mo &. 

It is interesting to note that these 'creekr' do not flow year-round In three instances, this reddish mff 
started to oocur during our stay. In the only ~nstance where a good contact exposure was observed, the 
runoff originated in a contact zone between an imuive sheet and the host sediments, in a band of semi 
massive to massive sulphides at the shead contact (north of Rusty Mountain). This oavrrence was not 
sampled due to time constraints but some ofthe highest sueam geochemical sampling valnes are h o r n  to 
come from this area 

As there are many creeks drainmg areas with 520% disseminated sulphides (or wen small bands of semi- 
massive sulphide) where this alteration IS not observed, it can be h&md that most ofthis nmoff must drain 
areas of oxidizing massive snlpbides, either in contexts of Sed Ex mineralization or in fault or shear hosted 
bodies of minerahtion (including intrusive contacts). The fact tbat no 'economic' minaalization has yet 
been identified in these settings may be due to the following factors 1) the sulphides were originaUy barren 
of mineralization, 2) barren parts of the system are b e i i  leached (in a M I I ~  SedEx for example.. .), 3) 
economic elements may not be leached along with the iron oxlde (no Iwbility) or, inversely, may not be 
redeposited with the iron oxides in these gossanous formaiiolls @Igh mobility). 

At any rate, these areas represent geological environments where large masses of sulphides were created 
and as such, at least until they are better understood, they should remain an exploration target One such 
gossanous creek is reported in the vicinity of the M a g  deposit, roughly 50 Km west of this area where a 
polymetallic Cu-Au-Ag-Pb-Zn VMS series of lenses has been identified 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recognizing that the geological environment of this area is not that of a passive margin m u a t e  belt but 
rather an area of back-arc bimodal (calc-ahhe) volcanism with associated marine s&menWion and 
volcanic exhalative activity has to be at the center of a raised regional and local exploration m g y .  
Recognizing the role of the large intrusions present on and around the pmperties as metal aontnbutors and 
distributors is also extremely important. 

The presence of local high fopper and gold values as well as elevated trace elements such as cadmium, 
cobalt, mntium and vanadium can all be interpreted as being indicative of an environment where ore 



formation is associated with volcanic andor intrusive processes It is difficult to relate these metallogenic 
associations with that of MVT tqpe ore formation proces.ses. 

RixXdziIg a new geological environment opens the door to new venues of exploration which could lead - - 
to s i a c i t  discoveries. Amongst the &&it types that can be contemplated& this time are sedimentary 
exhalatie polymetallic massive sulphide deposits, VMS, Kuroko or Besshi-type polymetallic massive 
sulphide bodiis as well as mineralization associated with inhusive plutons or& systems (skams, 
porphyries or shear hosted deposits). We now know that there were events which led to the formation of 

grading up to 16% copper and 20 gfT gold in addition to the known silver-lead-zinc 
mineralization As the majorim of this mineralization is related in one form or amther to massive sulphide 
occurrences, a regional a&& EM survey should be an excellent regional reoo-e tool which 
would help direct the ground work. Radiornetrics and magnetics should also allow for the better desnition 
of the inhusive bodies as well as of the volcanic andesite-rhyolite packages which are very little known at 
this time aml which may play an e-ely important role in idenfifying areas likely to host economic 
deposits. 

A survey on 100 meters spaced lines msi& of the claim areas as well as a more regional coverage at 
probably 400 meters line spacing should allow us to evaluate if there is potential for any large massive 
sulphi& ommences outside of the known occurrences to date. A sketch ofthe areas suggested for 
coverage is included in the appendix 

Extend& the mapping and prospectlug of the Nad range to the west of the area covered this Summer 
would be recommended as the volcanic package is exposed and open in that diredim Felsic volcanic 
roc!u such as the sulphideJxabg rhyo&c &oG flows i d e a  this summer are excellent markers 
for mapping as well as excellent hosts for vcide wielies of ore deposits (Cu-Au-Ag-Pb-Zn-(-1). 

It appears iroperative that all of the available and relevant data be wmpiled to allow for the creation of a 
geological working hypothesis in the Rusty Mountain area This compilation should help identify areas 
where key lithologid or shumd data may be lacking and allow for prioritiration of work objectives for 
the next field season. An outside-in approach of filling in the geological blanks will pmbably be needed in 
order to provide workable models that amunt for the minmineralizafon identified to date. 

A further geological report will be p-ed when a complete lithological 'liimy' has been prepamiihm 
the samples collected this summer which will also integrate results from thin &on work done on the 
inausive and volcanic rocks collected during the field season. Further parallels will be made to various 
e-g deposits to support the possibility of various polymetallic occurrences. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Being the first to recognize a geological environment as prone to the discovery of economic ore deposits as 
the area where Manson Creek is working offers unparaUeled opportunities in the field of mineraI 
exploration. The types of polymetallic deposits that are likely to exist on and around the various properties 
are also of great interest when the future of any one commodity is as unceaain as today. 

Basic regional as well as detailed exploration work such as airborne gmplrysical surveys, geological 
mapping and prospecting are the tools which need to be applied at this time to sustain a program aimed at 
discovering economic ore deposits. Existing data must be not only compiled but rationalized in a 
wmprehensive geological model which will take into account all of the available informatian It is only 
once there is a basic understanding of the ore forming processes involved in the known oaurrenca that a 
workable geological hypothesis wiU be put fonvard and allow us to give diredon to the next phases of 
exploration 

The area displays all of the characteristics of an e x d e n t  mineral belt (albeit in what is probably a limited 
accreted shce of this geologcal environment) There 1s no reason at clus m e  to ignore the potential for 
depos~ts such as a &dd Creek or Homenake (NorandaKuroko masswe sulphde), Sullnan or Red Dog 



C.. 

(sedirnemary exhalative), Windy Craggy (Besshi type deposit) or even porphyry style mineralization and 
associated skams. 

Although the mineralization identijied to date has not been found in d e n t  quantities to supporl a 
mining operation in this remote area, the fact that they may be related to any of the larger systems above 
fully justifies further explomtion of the area as a whole. 



APPENDIX 1 

Photos 



Panorama legend [looking NE) r F3 anticlinal fold 
axis dona ridge 

PHOTO # 1 [with legend) 

Outcropping carbonate rocks on ridge southeast ot the Cmig West zone. 

Ni ot these outcrops are actually part of the same unit whose present distribulion Is a comblnatlon of present day topography cutting a heavily folded unit. 

Although outcrops of carbonate rocks are abundant and occaslonnalty extensive, the whole unR is only from 10 to 20 meters In average true thickness. 

The silver-lead-zinc occurences reported to date [Craig West, Nadaleen. Discovery and Trent zones) are all found locally within this unit. 



r 
PHOTO #2. 

Typical carbonate rock from unit including the 'Cmig ddomite'. 
Notice the fine bedding and cross bedding which indicates thd 
this rock was probabiy formed as a calcareous siltstone-sandstone 
by the reworking of calcareous sediments (such as beach sands]. 



PHOTO #3. 

Typical finely layered carbonate rock which is pat of Me larger calcareous unit. 

The darker fine laminations consist mostly of fine grained siliceous material (siltstone] 
and possibv some tuffaceous material. Chert layers and nodules can also be 
found in this unit. 

h i s  rock may have been formed in a vety shallow bash such as a 
'choked' lagoon and may be partially evaporitic in nature. 

The mineralization noted at the Craig West, Discwery, Nadaleen [and Trent?] 
Zones seems tc be confined to this rock subunit. 



+/- 1 5 meter band of the altered maflc (ultramaflc?] rock which is now described as a serpentinite. 
In this case it is flanked by a massive, dirty buff mange weathering limestone unit with a 15-20 meters 
transition zone to Me 'serpentinite' to the north followed by a sharp contaact with the massive, fight 
grey limestones to the south (photo is looking east]. 

Amough the serpentlnites here dip vertically and trend eastwest, the unit Yuns' past Me view in 
, me photo and trends at 350 degrees with a 45 degree dip to the east. 
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PHOTO #4b. 

Transition zone between orange weathering limestones and 
serpentinites, The presence of these transition zones leads to the 
interpretdon that the contacts are 'gradational' in nature or at least 
comformable. 

These zones are difficult to reconcile with the interpretahon Mat the 
serpentinltes are altered ultramafic 'dykes'. Should they be a late lntfusive 
addinon to the seauence. one would exaect sharo contacts. some sori of 
structural control td their implacement as  well as'some met&orphism 
along these same contacts [especially along reactive carbonate rocks). 



I PHOTOS 5 & 5b. 

Networks of black sllica 'glass' in grey limestones. These formations are interpreted to have been part of a netwotk of submarine exhalathre 
sinters (underwater hot springs). The silica conslsts of fine, translucent lc~/ers of silica 'gel' and contains some finely disseminated suiphides 
[mostly py~ite]. 

There does not seem to be a preferred direction to the fracturing which essentially precluded this belng a late tectonic frclcluring m d  sllca 
deposinon event ('veins). Sllceous solvtions introduced in the system may eXplain m e  of Me fine banded cherts in the system and some 
of Mese solutions may also have been significant metal and sulphur contributors to the system, creating massive sulphide bodies. 

-. ~~ . -~ 



1 PHOTO 

Fold in iutaly l u r rw tu lau  curwrlula sedin~a~~~s (ral, photo 3). This is an excellent example of the ~&el of dudllh/ of these rocks to 
deformation. This unlt, which is the limestone unlt to the south west of the map area, is continuously exposed for over 1 kilometel 
In length and is probably one of the best exposures where multiple fold geometry can be observed. 



llegendg 
[Looking west) 

Trace of bedding So (observed and inferred] 

\ - 
.. 
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-- I PHOTO 6 b. 

A complex fold form in carbonates. This outcrop occurs at the coincidence of two fold axls (F1 and F2] and agaln demonstrates the highly 
ductile response of the carbonates to deformation. Complex outcrops such as this one are key exposures into the local and regional 
structural reglrnes and have to be accounted for In the development of geological models at any scale. 

fold forms are relatively easy to see in this bedded carbonate sequence but It Is usually not the case in the other sedimentary unb where 
of strong schistositles obscures the bedding dtudes. In these sediments, the supporting evidence for the second folding 
In the rotation[folding] of the strong axial planar schistostly that was created during the first folding deforrnat~on(photo 10). 

- -- -- -. 



I PHOTO 7. 
I 

j Comfmb le  transition zone between the carbonate unit and the terrigenous schists ('grit unv]. 

i 
R is important to note that although a good folialion (Sl) is develloped in the sediments, no such 
fabrlc is observed in the carbonates. The carbonates themselves rarety show development of 
ony fabtlc and as such are poor units to map struchrraliy [except when using So or bedding 

I contacts). The SoIS1 relationship indicaies that we ore in the left limb of a syncline closing 
to the norm of this outcrop (to the right of the picture). 



PHOTO 8. 

Typical outcrop at a fold nose. The intersection at 90 degrees of an 
axial planar schistosity or fraciuraiion and anothec penetrative fabric 
such as bedding or a pre-ehisting schistosily creates intersection tectonites 
or 'pencils'. 

These outcrops are exhemeiy important to rote in the field as they mark 
fold closures and therefore important changes in direction of the original 
stratigraphy. 

In the area of interest, three types of structural environments creaied this type 
of outcrop:So-S1 intersections, 51/52 intersections as wdi  as ST 5 3  or So53 
intecsections. 



PHOTO 9. 

A large discontinuous quartz 'pod' in schists. 

A series of similar pods in a line paraikil to the schistosity as well as the 
cwrse grained naiure of the host band indicates that these may have 
been one porous, continuous bed in the original stratigraphy and mat 
this bed may hove absorbed quartz before becoming 'dislocated' by 
sliding along the foliation and forming a series of quark bearing 'boudins'. 

Although suiphiies were present in this rock no economic mineralization 
was detected (no Cu Pb Zn Ag Au values), h i s  may indicate that the event 
responsible for the formation of qua& veins in the area was not the same 
event which was re5~0nSibie for the introduction of economic minemliiation. 



PHOTO 1 0. 

Complex fold form in schists. The trace of bedding odlnes the closure of a tight antlciinal fold 
nose with its associated axial planar cleamge or schistosity (Sl ] .  

/ The axb planar schistosity S1 Men describes another fold form which has been supecirnposed 
I over the original fold. In this case, the second fold form is not complete enough to outline the . 

i geometry of Me second fold, on top of being located close to the fold axis of the third fold 
which Is oriented north-south. 
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Carbonates \b 8 sandsrone \ 

PHOTO 1 1. 

Large scale example of complex fold forms. The carbonate unit at the center describes a tight 
[closed) F1  fold With is later refolded by F2. Furthermore, the ridge viewed here from the 
east is a north-south anticlinal fold axis. 

It is very likeb that the carbonate unit to the left of the picture is related to the center unit by 
a larger anticlinal form. The higher energy type lithologies such as sandstones/conglomerates 
are seen in this 'cross section' as having poor latemi continuity. 



PHOTO 1 2. 

Small quark filled steeply dipping north-south fracture in coarse siltstone 
schists. The quart! in these  fracture,^ which are axial planar to the third 
folding event, is white, mil& with abundant crystal lined wgs. 

me ptesence of abundant clear quartz crystals attests to the circulcltion 
of quartz rich fluids in open spaces and slow crystallization rdes. 

Whdever the nature of this folding event, it created pathways f a  
fluid circulation and possibly ore deposition in the more reactive 
carbonate rocks. Elevated Ba (1 680ppm) and Cu (1 56 ppm) could indicate 
thd the silica-bearing fluids may have been introduced 
by a buried intrusive stock 



Small scale axial planar shearing feature. As stress exceeds the limit of these bedded 
carbonates to deform in a ductile manner, small scale shearing occurs parrallell to the fold mls. 

Displacement in this case is essentially of a few meters at most, and is considefed negligible in 
a regional geological sense. Aithough rocks are discoloured near the shear zone, no 
mineral~ation was observed associated to this particular event. Such shearing would pobabh/ 

i not occur in the even mote ductile sediments (siltstones, mudstones..). 



Mineraked contact zone between a dloritic (?I plug and hod fine grained, black mudstones. Sulphides occur In shears and veins wifhln 
the intrusion as well as in the contact itself. 

Sulphide bearing velns In fhe lnttuslon returned values of 1.75.2.37 and 1.55% Cu wlth silver values up to 32 gfi Gold Is also anomalous. mis 
outcrop. found in a creek Is located approxlmdely 1.5 Km tom the old Risrn camp and is probably part of a larger int~sive which con be 
seen outcropping to the noK and west of this occunence. Slmilar rocks outcrop just south of Rusty Mountain but their relationship to this 

of consistent doto (insufficlent mapping). 
- - -- -. 



Another diorite-sediment contact approximately 8 Km north of Rusty Mountain. in fhii case, the intrusive sheet is approximately 200 meters 
thick and can be followed in outcrop over 3 kilometers in length. C's attitude is complex as it is sometimes cornformable but in ofher areas 
it is seen to cut stratigraphy, his sheet is port of a much larger intrusive complex, visible to Me north ond west and which is indlcated on the 
regional map sheet to be Cretaceous in age. 

his area, which is located across the Rackla River and North of Rusty Mountain. Is geochemicaily the most anomalous of the region. The 
origin of these anomalies has not yet been found. It is suggested Mat most of Me mineralization is assoc~ated wrth thls intrusive compiex. - - -- -. 



Photos 01 ths UU~;~UI IUU~ GICW IWUO- WUIII U I ~  east of the Nadaleen clalm block Iron oxide rich runoff as wen as thick deposits of 
fenicrete characterize these creeks which all occur in mudstonelchert sequences. Mphide bearing rocks [Py) have been observed at all of 
these occurences and it Is believed that the waters responsible for the ferricrete deposition have traversed zones of oxydhlng semi-massive 
to massive sulphides related to 1) sedimentaryexhalutive deposits or 2) zones of sulphides associafed to intrusive stocks or sheets. 

Ps su\ph!de rich beds or pods are leached, ll becomes exhem* difficult to sample any of ihe wigind minerolhd~on responsible for these 
features at surface, therefore me potential for these to carry 'economic' fype mineralization remains essentially untested. 

.- ~ .~ ..~ ~ 



APPENDIX 2 

Airborne survey proposal 



MCK YUK-1 Prowsed airborne eeoohvsical survev. 

Methodology: 

Objectives: 

Discussion: 

Helicopter flown Radiometrics, Magnetics and EM survey at 250 meter line spacing 
along priority areas and 500 meters line spacing in regional reconnaissance blocks (see 
accompanying maps). 

Provide data over a wide area which once correlated with known geology should allow 
for the establishment of a regional scale geological map. 

Identify stratigraphic horizons favorable to the presence of 
' . " ation aud their 

dishibufion. 

Map the inausive rocks as well as the intamediate to felsic volcanic packages pseut on 
and around the proprbe$ both of which may be significant e n a e s  or hosts to eamomic 
mineralization 

Identifv imwrtant oxurrences of conductive materials such = massive suluhides 
ld&ede&tingdeposits(~~ ~era,Crni~...)willgt~eus standardstoi&pmthe 
new data Significant VMS. Sedex and zones of snlphides associated to i u h w k s  should 
be detected b; EM methods: 

Prioritize areas (regionally) for fmther ground follow-up (PraSPemng. mapping, 
sampling). 

Since the area has undergone repeated exploration &om conoenuated in only small 
areas. most of this sound can be considered to be essentially unexplored The geological . - 

environment is however extremely conducive to the discovery of further mineralizatioq 
especially if VMS or Sedex type mineralization can be found (these deposits usually 
occur in clusters in the right environments). 

Since the target size of deposits in the area is relatively small (horizonsh.eins are few 
100's of meters by 3-15 meters in thickness), vegetation cover is still quite extensive (40- 
50%) and the terrain is rugged, it js umealisiic to think that it can be adequately mapped 
and prospected in a reasonable amount of time (few seasons). Regional airborne data 
interpreted with the IithoSrmctrual data already available, will enable ns to target qwik 
areas where follow up is justified 

Areas of priority. 

Block 1 & 2: Nadaleen Range and Rusty Mountain areas. 

These are areas of immediate interest where mineralization (Ag, Pb, Zn, 01, Au) is 
known to occur. No information available to date has allowed for the explanation of the 
didbution or mode of emplacement of the Rusty Mountain area ocammws. A better 
UndeIFtanding of the area's geology seems cmcial in the &ort to expand the known 
zones of mineQlizanm 

New lithologid units as well as new types of mineralization found in the Nadaleen 
Range indicates that a reinterpretation of that area's geology is needed. Regional data 
would be of enormous help in identifying the exqent ofthe favorable m k  packages found 
idemifid this last field season and would help rmudmizing further work &or& 



Blocks 3 & 4: North Rusty Mountain and Nadaleen regional. 

The North Rusty Mountain area is underlain by an lmpottant complex of inhusive domes, 
dykes and silk with locally extremely anomalous sfream sediment values. Samples taken 
near the inirusives this summer have returned anomalous Cu, A q  Pb, Zn and Ag values 
This environment definitely needs more ground work which would be greatly enhanced 
by airborne geophysical coverage. The possibility of finding missive sulphide bodies 
carrying ore-grade mineralization in this environment is considered exhwnely high. 

The Nadaleen regional b l d  would allow for merage awl data generation outside of 
know zones of mineralization where there are indications of possible VMS andlor sedex 
type deposits (large chert formations, volcanic rocks, gossans). It is also thought at this 
time that the felsic volcanic package extends to the west It shouldbe noted that a 
pollymetallic VMS type deposit (Ma~g Cu-Pb-Zn-Pb-Ag-Au deposit) has been identified 
approximately 50 kilometers to the west of the Nadaleen claims. Should volcanic rods  
extend from that deposit to the Nad claims, the potenfial for the discovery of a d d i t i d  
&its is high. Sulphide bearing horizons should be good targets for EM detection 
Potassium a l t e m t i ~  which is commonly assodated with these deposits, is also a good 
indicator that would be picked up by radiometrics. 

Block 5: West block 

This block covers ground considered favorable to the presence of VMS or Sedex typz 
deposits (deep water sediments and chert$ mpoltant gossans). A survey of this area 
would also provide contirmous data t p g  in the Nadaleen and Mouotain areas, 
allowing for an evaluation of how the respective areas fit together geologically. 

AnomalousvaluesinAu, Ci~,Pb,Zn,AgaswellasM~,As,Eb,Co,Ni,V, Cd,P,Be, 
fiom the stream sed program as well as the presence of a g06~anous creek in this area 
makes it a good candidate to host VMS type mineralization. It should be noted that tbe 
anomalies in the stream sediment results are some of the highest in the program and that 
their distribution m e r s  an area which is hger than at any other ofthe known showings 
in the vicinity. Mineralization reported fiom previous work on these claims is highly 
unlikely to be the cause of the widespread multielement geochemical anomalies 
o h e d  in that area. 

Timing. The survey should be carrjed out after snowmelt, probably by early June. Snow cover 
will inhibit radiometric readings which will be important in mapping the husks,  the 
volcanic suites as well as alteration associated with possible -on Field plots 
of the prelmunary data d be necessary to guide the field work. 

Estimated cost of survey. 

A review of prices for helicapter based m e y s  from the NWI to British Columbia gave 
a range of $30 to $88 per Line kilometer. JII consideration of the survey's size and the 
facilities available on site (landing ships, 2 camps plaueflown fuel. ..) a figure of $50 
per line km is considered an acceptable reference. Should the m y  be approved in 
principle, a quote will be requested from various operatom. 

Highest priority: blocks 1 & 2,825 L.Km @ $50 sub total: $41,250 
Regional work: blocks 3& 4: 1 531  L.Km @ $50 sub total: $76,550 
West block: 450 L.Km @ $50 sub total: $22,500 



Swey costs: $140,300. 
Associated costs: 

MoblDemob 
Fodcamp costs 5 days x 3 people x 1001d/pason 
Fuel 

Associated costs: $23,500.00 

Estimated cost for 2800 Line Km survey : $163,800.00 
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Mountain 

urborne survey proposed block in order of prioltty: 

st priority: Block 1 & 2. Nadaleen Range and 
!usty Mountain. 

Block 1 @ 250 m spacing: +/- 395 LKm 
Block 2 @ 250 m spacing: +/- 430 LKm 

Sub Total 825 L.lOn 

!nd priority: Blocks 3 & 4. Naddeen Regional and 
lorth Rusty Mountain. 

Biock 3 @ 500 rn spacing: +/- 1056 L.Km 
Block 4 @ 5M3 m spacing: +/- 475 L.Km 

Sub Total 1.531 LKm 

Ird priority: Block 5, West Mock. 

Block 5 @ 500m spacing: +I-  450 LKm 

Total +/- 2806 L . K m  

Scale 
0 -5Km 



APPENDIX 3 

1:250 000 scale location map 
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